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It has been the policy of the Mitre Editorials to deal
mainly with matters concerning the College. I feel that
some notice should be brought to bear upon the admirable
work of the Students’ Executive Council. Few people re
alize the true significance of this body. The Council is
responsible for the organization of all extra-curricular ac
tivities on the campus. Unfortunately, most of these have
become war casualties. But the Council is striving to retain
some of the old spirit of the university. In this Michaelmas
term, they have proved themselves equal to the task. I
know that when the young men leave this university, at
this year’s end, they will have attained the "esprit de corps”
so essential to the warriors who are fighting for the victory
of the Allied Nations.
Some mention should also be made of the O.T.C. Al
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University Education In W artim e

E D IT O R IA L

Again, the Mitre is fulfilling its worthy job as the voice
of the students of Bishop’s University. The College has
entered upon another year of the war. The tide of conflict
has carried on the crest of its wave many of our valiant
sons, and now our musty halls echo and re-echo with the
silence left by those departed. However, the class of ’46
has filled in their places, and are carrying on the true tra
dition of Bish. It is to these that this issue of the Mitre is
dedicated, and we offer to them a most hearty welcome.

DECEMBER,

These are difficult days for universities and the students
who attend them. With the war in the foreground of our
thoughts, with normal college life disrupted, and with a
diminished number of undergraduates, it requires an effort
to retain a sense of the importance and reality of academic
work. This is particularly so in a college of liberal arts as
distinguished from a professional or technical school. W in
ning the war is our primary concern at present, and this
involves a complete mobilization of all our material re
sources and a thorough mechanization of them. Scientific
invention to fashion and perfect instruments of war is at
a premium. In connection with manpower there is an un
ceasing demand for doctors, chemists, and engineers.

though I believe it is the opinion of the students of the
College that it would be more practical to substitute an Air
Training plan in place of our infantry unit, I know that
they are entering into the training with the utmost co
operation. We were greatly hampered by the change of
Commanding Officers in mid-term, but under the excellent
guidance of Maj. Church we are fast becoming efficient
cadets. Our junior officers inexperienced as they are in the
art of war, have been giving us a thorough grounding in
basic training. The Contingent will again live up to its
glorious traditions of the past.
As I write this memorable editorial, the gloom of exams
enshrouds us. As we all know, men of the universities are
faced with the difficult problem of trying to concentrate
on their studies when their thoughts naturally turn to war.
In the rooms and in the halls, books are feverishly being
read, and dubious students are promising to meet one an
other in the armed forces after Christmas. I wish everyone
the best of luck in the forthcoming trial; and to those who
fail to meet the required standards comes the opportunity
to prove themselves in another field.
The Mitre staff wishes to take this opportunity to wish
both the Faculty and students a Merry Christmas, and a
Happy New Year.
L. E. B. W.

Yet a college of liberal arts is by its very nature a cen
tre of humanistic studies. And the humanities, being non
utilitarian, seem to be somewhat remote from practical
exigencies. Consequently the question arises, not merely as
to their restriction, but as to whether they have any legiti
mate place in our adult scheme of education during this
crucial struggle. One has only to glance at the reports of
actual conditions in the various institutions of higher learn
ing to realize the pertinency of this query. At a recent
meeting of the American Association of Colleges, attended
by five hundred presidents and deans, a proposal was ac
cepted by which, according to President-Emeritus W. A.
Neilson, "Education in the liberal arts for men is out for
the duration.” This seems to be an unduly pessimistic con
clusion, but on every hand there is evidence that the pres
ent status of courses in the humanities is a matter of grave
concern.
There is, however, a distinction to be drawn amongst
studies pursued in a college of liberal arts. From a broad
point of view the scientific courses conducted in such an
institution may be included amongst the humanities. Pure
science in its essence is non-utilitarian. It is an intellectual
discipline in which truth is sought for the sake of truth,
an effort of man’s mind to comprehend the structure and
laws of the universe. The technical application of the find
ings of science is to the genuine scientist a mere by-product
of man’s intellectual curiosity and activity.
Yet, while this is axiomatic, it is nevertheless true that
such objective and disinterested scientific investigation is
the indispensable groundwork of the adaptation of science
to those technical necessities that are paramount in the war.
Therefore scientific studies are not hit in this world conflict
to the extent that other humanistic disciplines and cultures
have been. It is the humanities in a narrower sense, such
for instance as philosophy, theology, history, English, the

Dr W. O. R A YM O N D

classics, modern languages, political and social economy,
which have really suffered. From a superficial point of view
these seem to many to have no positive and direct bearing
on the outcome of the world war.
In order to fortify our faith in the humanities it is
necessary to remove ourselves a little in spirit from the dust
and smoke of conflict in order to obtain a broader vision
and a longer purview. Sir William Beveridge has said:
"Democracies make war for peace, not war for its own
sake. They fight better if they know what they are fight
ing for after the war.” Beyond this war lie the problems
of reconstruction and the future well-being of mankind.
It is surely evident that these problems can not be solved
through scientific progress. They can only be solved through
the inculcation of human virtues and the cultivation of
better human relationships.
Science in itself is neither moral or immoral, it is amoral. Science can heal wounds and inflict them. It can
discover anaesthetics and manufacture poison gas.
We have travelled a long and hard road since the In
dustrial Revolution in order to realize the truth of Tenny
son’s adage, "Knowledge comes but Wisdom lingers.” In
many branches of knowledge we infinitely surpass our fore
fathers. Science and machinery have revolutionized the
material world. We marvel at the discoveries of physics,
chemistry, and astronomy. But are we wiser than our an
cestors? "For what is a man profited, if he shall gain the
whole world, and lose his own soul.” Look at the cataclys
mic state of the world today. We are forced to recognize
that the advance of what we may call material values has
by no means been accompanied by a corresponding advance
of what we may call human values. Like Frankenstein we
have worshipped the mechanical giant we have cunningly
contrived, and now it threatens to devour its creator.
"Things are in the saddle and ride mankind.” There was
no race in modern Europe more highly educated from a
scientific standpoint than the Germans. Consider their
ruthless betrayal of human values; their renunciation of
Christianity and all that Christianity represents; their ac
ceptance of the brutal doctrine that might makes right, so
that civilization threatens to reel back to the law of the
jungle, and man surpasses nature in being "red in tooth and
claw” ; their unblushing and flagrant disregard of truth and
the basic principles of morality. It is noteworthy that the
Nazis, at the outset of the war, ruthlessly closed universities
in Germany that had been famous for their philosophical
faculties and cherished a tradition of academic freedom and
humanistic culture. The Boston Globe, in a recent editorial,
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put this question bluntly: "Do you realize who the Nazis
are? They are only one generation of German youth who,
having been denied access to humanistic studies, could be
indoctrinated with mental poisons like a foetal monster
grown in a glass test tube. We had better not copy them.”
"Knowledge comes but Wisdom lingers.” We have made
gigantic strides in our knowledge of how to deal with N a
ture; but in our human relationships, in our perception of
how to deal with each other, have we made parallel prog
ress? We can compute with the utmost exactitude the orbit
of a star millions of miles away from the earth, but can we
compute the orbit of men of a foreign nationality, can we
even compute the orbit of our next door neighbour? Is the
man who whirls along in a high-power motor car wiser or
better than men were in the days when Socrates strolled
out of Athens in the age of Pericles, with one companion,
and heard the pleasant murmur of waters by the banks of
the river Ilissus? Has our mastery of material resources
been accompanied by an equal advance in man’s real hap
piness and moral elevation?
The humanities in their essence are non-utilitarian. They
centre about the nurture of the personality and spirit of
man. Their first aim is to teach us how to live, rather than
to equip us with the instruments and tools of a trade or a
profession. They are concerned not merely with factual
knowledge, but primarily with that enlargement of mind
and attainment of wisdom which only comes through the
appreciation of the values that everywhere underlie facts.
Plato, in the ninth book of the Republic, gave counsel
which might be regarded as the Magna Charta of human
istic education. It is paraphrased by Matthew Arnold as
follows: "An intelligent man will prize those studies which
result in his soul getting soberness, righteousness, and wis
dom, and will less value the others.”
But, since this definition of humanism may seem too
theoretical and abstract, we may recall that the humani
ties as well as natural sciences have many applications, and
are the groundwork of numerous professions and techniques.
To reiterate my argument: the basic problems of the future
are all in their essence human problems, and involve our
ways of dealing with and living with our brother men. It
is not more knowledge, but more wisdom that we need. We
need deeper insight into history, law, ethics, sociology, eco
nomics, politics, and diplomacy. We need a sympathetic
understanding of the intuitions of man s heart and the as
pirations of his spirit, the elemental stuff of human nature,
which only art and religion can penetratively reveal. We
need teachers, statesmen, economists, sociologists, diplomat
ists, philosophers, artists, and divines. For all of these the
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study of the humanities is practically a sine qua non. They
are the fountain springs whence flow those fertilizing
currents which can alone give birth to that brave new
world of which Tennyson had a prophetic dream.
"Till the war-drum throbb’d no longer, and the battleflags were furl’d
In the Parliament of man, the Federation of the
world.”
Consequently, it seems to me that young men who
earnestly and intelligently devote themselves to the study
of the humanities today have the guerdon of the future
awaiting them. Even in the midst of our world struggle
human values count enormously. It is not merely the re
nunciation but the perversion of such human values that
has hurled Germany to the brink of an abyss and inflicted
incalculable misery upon the world. As a recent article
expresses it:
"Civilization includes far more than the results of in
tellectual effort. While the conduct of modern war is one
manifestation of the enormous power of the intellect, this
unprecedented activity is a disaster to civilization, because
intellect, when developed without moral purpose and a
supreme human end, is destructive of what is most distinc
tive and worthy in man.”
On the other hand, it is the rallying about those ele
mental principles and values of man’s life which the hu
manities have held aloft like beacon lights throughout the
ages, that have given the democratic nations of the earth
the strength and resilience to arise Phoenix-like from what
seemed to be their ashes, and have constituted the invin
cible fortress of their morale. They have stood for the free
dom and dignity of mankind, truth of mind, and integrity
of soul. They have not lost their belief in the eternal varities of righteousness or the common decencies of morality.
They have striven to preserve the bonds of sympathy and
fellowship. They have not been unmindful of those quali
ties which have added to the sweetness and graciousness of
life, and above all that upward surge of man’s aspiration in
art and religion which leads throughout the centuries, by
the path of travail and adventure, to a divine and not an
animal destiny. These are the ideals, inwrought in the
precious fabric of humanism, which constitute the core of
western civilization. Under their banner we march con
quering and to conquer.
Let us not therefore underrate or disparage our courses
in an A rt’s college in any fickle spirit of opportunism.
Democracy in its hour of challenge and crisis desperately
needs liberal education. Our aim should be to strengthen
not to weaken the status of the humanities in university life.
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Edited by
W. RIESE and A. R O Y

Introducing
The curtain has risen with the opening of another aca
demic year, and once again, along with other former mem
bers of the University, the Mitre welcomes all freshmen and
newcomers. Indeed, a couple of years ago, most freshmen
might have been somewhat skeptical of this professed wel
come, but now, protected by the long arm of the law. they
have nothing more to fear.
Alphabetically, the first member of a long distinguished
list is E lvy n M ead Ba ld w in (Baldy) who was born in
Baldwin’s Mills on May 12, 1925. Having attended Bald
win’s Mills school, Holmes Memorial School, Stanstead Col
lege, Lennoxville High, and the Feller Institute, we natur
ally gather that he is a student and scholar in the true sense
of the word. Indeed, our suspicions are carried further when
we learn that so preoccupied was Baldy in gaining a wider
knowledge of the fundamentals of life, that he neglected
all other pursuits in his search after learning. However,
college seems to have done him good, for besides studying
for a B. Sc. degree, he intends to ski, skate, dance and play
football. It would seem a crime against justice that this
budding genius will not be allowed to finish his course, but
unfortunately he has made up his mind to join the Air
Force. In addition to his first week at Bish, interesting past
experiences include trips to New York’s World Fair, as well
as a journey around the Gaspe Coast in a house trailer.
H ugh M urray BANFILL came to Montreal in a Christ
mas parcel in December, 1925. After a few years he was
repacked and sent off to Guy Drummond, Alfred Joyce
School and finally he reached Lower Canada College, where
he played rugby and took great interest in magazine and
library work. At Bishop’s Hugh plans to take part in bad
minton, bowling and night life. He would like to obtain
a Ph.D. degree at McGill after graduating from the faculty
of science at Bishop’s. Hugh spent four years of his life in
Rio de Janeiro (th at’s where he learned the Carioca).
M arcel B e r t h ia u m e comes straight from Sherbrooke,
where he was born on April 23, 1924. He attended Mon
Notre Dame Collegiate in Montreal where skiing and bas
ketball would appear to have been his main pastimes. Like
several other freshmen this year, he is taking three years'
pre-Med, hoping to some day qualify as a full-fledged
doctor.
D avid Bl o o m b er g made a happy landing in Waterloo
on June 22, 1925. But that first flight so fascinated him
that he intends to join the Air Force after three years of
sweat and toil working in the lab. His activities at Water
loo High may be summed up in three words: hockey, hooky
and nooky. (You can say that again.) Activities at Bish:

hockey, hooky and necking.
J e a n I so b e l l B oa st made her initial debut in Rich

mond, on September 27, 1924. Here she attended St. Fran
cis College High School where she took an active interest in
badminton, debating, skiing and softball. At Bishop’s her
activities will mainly consist of dramatics and Glee Club
as well as an occasional Saturday night. Although her fu 
ture is somewhat undecided, she is now concerned with the
acquisition of an Arts degree, which with a little divine
guidance and a great deal of luck, she might be so fortu
nate to attain.
E l iz a b e t h B r y a n t — Liz, by her many friends with a
lazy streak or perhaps just with a chatter complex, first
opened her dainty little mouth in April 25, 1925. Living
in Sherbrooke, Mitchell School and Sis-Boom-Bah Sher
brooke High were her former alma maters. Here she took
part in basketball and badminton, but Liz herself admits
that under such trying circumstances little time remained
for study. Activities with which she will be mainly con
cerned will treading these hallowed halls include dramatics,
skiing, working and having fun in general. After having
graduated with an Arts degree tucked safely under her arm,
she plans to continue her academic studies at an Art col
lege, where she some day hopes to rival the artistic produc
tions of such masters as Leonardo da Vinci. Interesting
past experiences include this year’s Freshmen’s dance (Boy
what a night!). Oh of course, then there was the trip to
Ottawa by bicycle. What with the help of generous truck
drivers on the way up, and the able assistance of the C.P.R.
on the way back. Liz finally arrived home, in the best of
condition.
R u s se l l J o h n B u r t o n was born within the melan
choly sound of the College bells on November 30, 1926.
Lennoxville High and Stanstead Weslyn College were in
deed honoured by his gracious presence? Activities:’ Sports,
track, dramatics and cadets, in all of which he shone forth
with such great exuberance that he hopes to continue them
at Bishop’s. After graduation he hopes to enter McGill in
order that he may eventually swell the rank and file of In
dustrial Engineers. Predominant among past experiences
was an automobile crash which as he himself admits did
much to raise the standard of his mental faculties.

J e a n L il ia n C arr . As Jean does not wish to divulge
her place of birth, we naturally surmise that she must have
descended straight from the skies on the rather hazy morn
ing of December 7, 1924. She attended Osnebruck, Cookshire High and Moulton College Schools, before ending up

at Bishop’s. Reason for coming here: To take three year
Arts leading to Education.
E d w in R a o u l C u r p h e y made his initial debut in Hul
Que., just a few years back— on April 23, 1924, to be ex
act. He attended Lisgar Collegiate Model School in ottawa
and Sherbrooke High, where he was a member of the Cad
Corps. Activities at Bishop’s will consist of C.O.T.C. all
hockey in which he has still to demonstrate his prowess
After having secured a science degree, he intends to
either a chemical engineer, or a bio-chemist. Eddy clai
as his most interesting past experience, a game of g.
which he once enjoyed with a "pro” who shot a sweet
on the Chaudiere Golf Course.
F re d G . D e l a n e y arrived in Quebec City on May
1926. He attended the High School of Quebec and
Patrick’s School, where he spent most of his spare t
bowling, playing billiards and working for the school pa
Fred intends to take up badminton, bowling, and 1
(swimming pool?) at Bishop’s. He is trying to seen.
B.A. degree in a reasonable time in order to take up m
cine later. Two trips to New York in his early youth
rank high among his past experiences; but most outsta
ing is the fact that he was brought up "with the bott
the love of which he is still unable to deny.
G o r d o n L i o n e l D ic k s o n tried hard enough but n
ertheless did not succeed in missing April fool’s day
1926, when he was welcomed in Concord, \ ermont.
Concord High School he played basketball, baseball a
acted as business manager of the school paper. Gordy woi
like to take up rugby, hockey and basketball this year, a
after obtaining his B.Sc. degree intends to join one of t
U. S. armed services. He says, every Saturday night w
^ an interesting experience for him and is willing to gi
library work. At Bishop’s Hugh plans to taite part in bad
minton, bowling and night life. He would like to obtain
a Ph.D. degree at McGill after graduating from the faculty
of science at Bishop’s. Hugh spent four years of his life in
Rio de Janeiro (th at’s where he learned the Carioca).
M arcel B e r t h ia u m e comes straight from Sherbrooke,
where he was born on April 23, 1924. He attended Mon
Notre Dame Collegiate in Montreal where skiing and bas
ketball would appear to have been his main pastimes. Like
several other freshmen this year, he is taking three years’
pre-Med, hoping to some day qualify as a full-fledged
doctor.
D avid Blo o m b er g made a happy landing in Waterloo
on June 22, 1925. But that first flight so fascinated him
that he intends to join the Air Force after three years of
sweat and toil working in the lab. His activities at Water
loo High may be summed up in three words: hockey, hooky
and nooky. (You can say that again.) Activities at Bish:
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hockey, hooky and necking.

J ea n I sobell Boast made her initial debut in Rich
mond, on September 27, 1924. Here she attended St. Fran
cis College High School where she took an active interest in
badminton, debating, skiing and softball. At Bishop’s her
activities will mainly consist of dramatics and Glee Club
as well as an occasional Saturday night. Although her fu 
ture is somewhat undecided, she is now concerned with the
acquisition of an Arts degree, which with a little divine
guidance and a great deal of luck, she might be so fortu
nate to attain.
E l iz a b e t h B r y a n t —Liz, by her many friends with a
lazy streak or perhaps just with a chatter complex, first
opened her dainty little mouth in April 25, 1925. Living
in Sherbrooke, Mitchell School and Sis-Boom-Bah Sher
brooke High were her former alma maters. Here she took
part in basketball and badminton, but Liz herself admits
that under such trying circumstances little time remained
for study. Activities with which she will be mainly con
cerned will treading these hallowed halls include dramatics,
skiing, working and having fun in general. After having
graduated with an Arts degree tucked safely under her arm,
she plans to continue her academic studies at an A rt col
lege, where she some day hopes to rival the artistic produc
tions of such masters as Leonardo da Vinci. Interesting
past experiences include this year’s Freshmen’s dance (Boy
what a night!). Oh of course, then there was the trip to
Ottawa by bicycle. What with the help of generous truck
drivers on the way up, and the able assistance of the C.P.R.
on the way back, Liz finally arrived home, in the best of
condition.
R ussell J o h n Bu r t o n was born within the melan
choly sound of the College bells on November 30, 1926.
Lennoxville High and Stanstead Weslyn College were in 
deed honoured by his gracious presence? Activities: Sports,
track, dramatics and cadets, in all of which he shone forth
with such great exuberance that he hopes to continue them
at Bishop’s. After graduation he hopes to enter McGill in
order that he may eventually swell the rank and file of In
dustrial Engineers. Predominant among past experiences
was an automobile crash which as he himself admits did
much to raise the standard of his mental faculties.
J e a n L il ia n C arr . A s Jean does not wish to divulge
her place of birth, we naturally surmise that she must have
descended straight from the skies on the rather hazy morn
ing of December 7, 1924. She attended Osnebruck, Cookshire High and Moulton College Schools, before ending up
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at Bishop’s. Reason for coming here: To take three years
Arts leading to Education.
E d w in R a o u l C u r p h e y made his initial debut in Hull.
Que., just a few years back— on April 23, 1924, to be ex
act. He attended Lisgar Collegiate Model School in Ottawa
and Sherbrooke High, where he was a member of the Cadet
Corps. Activities at Bishop’s will consist of C.O.T.C. and
hockey in which he has still to demonstrate his prowess.
A fter having secured a science degree, he intends to be
either a chemical engineer, or a bio-chemist. Eddy claims
as his most interesting past experience, a game of golf,
which he once enjoyed with a "pro” who shot a sweet 63
on the Chaudiere Golf Course.
F red G. D e l a n e y arrived in Quebec City on May 16,
1926. He attended the High School of Quebec and St.
Patrick’s School, where he spent most of his spare time
bowling, playing billiards and working for the school paper.
Fred intends to take up badminton, bowling, and poo!
(swimming pool?) at Bishop’s. He is trying to secure a
B. A. degree in a reasonable time in order to take up medi
cine later. Two trips to New York in his early youth (?)
rank high among his past experiences; but most outstand
ing is the fact that he was brought up "w ith the bottle” ,
the love of which he is still unable to deny.
G o r d o n L io n e l D ic k so n tried hard enough but nev
ertheless did not succeed in missing April fool’s day in
1926, when he was welcomed in Concord, Vermont. At
Concord High School he played basketball, baseball and
acted as business manager of the school paper. Gordy would
like to take up rugby, hockey and basketball this year, and
after obtaining his B.Sc. degree intends to join one of the
U. S. armed services. He says, every Saturday night was
an interesting experience for him and is willing to give
details in personal interviews.
H e r b e r t R ussel J o h n D ic k so n cam e in th e same

C. O.D. parcel as his brother Gordy. He played basketball
and baseball almost as well as Gordy, was assistant editor
of the school paper and a member of the Glee Club. Except
for basketball he is not quite decided yet as to what he will
do at Bishop’s. Herb would not mind joining the army
even before graduation. In contrast to his twin he does not
consider any of his experiences worth mentioning.
N o r m a n J o h n F a irba irn thrust his wantoned pres
ence on civilization on New Year’s Day, 1926. La Tuque
High was the seat of his early education where he was a
member of the basketball, badminton and ski teams. When
not concerned with his struggles in the lab, Norm hopes to
continue these sports, as well as taking an active part in
the C.O.T.C. Plans after graduation, none. Interesting past
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at Bishop’s. Reason for coming here: To take three years
Arts leading to Education.
E d w in R a o u l C u r p h e y made his initial debut in Hull.

Que., just a few years back— on April 23, 1924, to be ex
act. He attended Lisgar Collegiate Model School in Ottawa
and Sherbrooke High, where he was a member of the Cadet
Corps. Activities at Bishop’s will consist of C.O.T.C. and
hockey in which he has still to demonstrate his prowess.
After having secured a science degree, he intends to be
either a chemical engineer, or a bio-chemist. Eddy claims
as his most interesting past experience, a game of golf,
which he once enjoyed with a "pro” who shot a sweet 63
on the Chaudiere Golf Course.
F re d G. D e l a n e y arrived in Quebec City on May 16,
1926. He attended the High School of Quebec and St.
Patrick’s School, where he spent most of his spare time
bowling, playing billiards and working for the school paper.
Fred intends to take up badminton, bowling, and pool
(swimming pool?) at Bishop’s. He is trying to secure a
B.A. degree in a reasonable time in order to take up medi
cine later. Two trips to New York in his early youth (?)
rank high among his past experiences; but most outstand
ing is the fact that he was brought up "with the bottle”,
the love of which he is still unable to deny.

M a r g a r e t e A N N GRAHAM (Peggy) made all Montreal
happy with her arrival there on August 11, 1925. Peggy
attended Mitchel School and Sherbrooke High School, where
she enjoyed skiing, skating, swimming and badminton. She
now intends to take part in dramatics, follow social pur
suits and lead an academic life. Peggy’s plans after gradu
ation are as yet unrevealed. Her past experiences are rather
"moving”, she "having been here and there”.
I ris J e a n H a m i l t o n . Her birthplace was the capital
city of Canada (February 17, 1926, for your information).
At Fort Coulonge Intermediate and Shawville High Schools
she had the elite position of school librarian. After gradua
tion with a B.A. degree she hopes to qualify for a High
School Certificate in preparation for entering the teaching

profession.

G o r d o n L io n e l D ic k s o n tried hard enough but nev
ertheless did not succeed in missing April fool’s day in
1926, when he was welcomed in Concord, Vermont. At
Concord High School he played basketball, baseball and
acted as business manager of the school paper. Gordy would
like to take up rugby, hockey and basketball this year, and
after obtaining his B.Sc. degree intends to join one of the
U. S. armed services. He says, every Saturday night was
an interesting experience for him and is willing to give
details in personal interviews.
H e r b e r t R u ssel J o h n D ic k s o n came in the same
C.O.D. parcel as his brother Gordy. He played basketball
and baseball almost as well as Gordy, was assistant editor
of the school paper and a member of the Glee Club. Except
for basketball he is not quite decided yet as to what he will
do at Bishop’s. Herb would not mind joining the army
even before graduation. In contrast to his twin he does not
consider any of his experiences worth mentioning.
N o r m a n J o h n F a ir b a ir n thrust his wantoned pres
ence on civilization on New Year’s Day, 1926. La Tuque
High was the seat of his early education where he was a
member of the basketball, badminton and ski teams. When
not concerned with his struggles in the lab, Norm hopes to
continue these sports, as well as taking an active part in
the C.O.T.C. Plans after graduation, none. Interesting past

T H E MI T R E
experienes— one or two!
H o w a r d S. F u m e r t o n — Fummy as he is familiarly
termed by the inmates of the "shed”, shone forth with all
the exuberance of his lusty frame on April 9, 1926. He
attended Fort Coulogne Public, St. Peter’s School and
Shawville Academy where he rose to that honourable posi
tion of editor of the school paper. Activities planned at
Bishop's consist mainly of strictly adhering to all freshmen
rules and in particular to answer all phone calls in his
building with the greatest alacrity. With a B.A. degree
tucked safely away, "Atlas” plans to enter upon a career of
ministering to the poor. Interesting past experiences con
sist of learning to walk, a hazardous and painstaking oper
ation, several automobile accidents, as well as numerous
trans-Canada flights.

found himself awake in
Wakefield, Que., on May 2, 192 5. He attended Wakefield
Consolidated, St. Allans, Brockville and Ottawa Model
School, where he played rugby, softball and tennis. Here,
Norman is going in for tennis and badminton and possibly
dramatics. After completing his science course he intends
to study medicine at McGill. Norman apparently became
interested in the medical profession while accompanying
his father, a country doctor, on his trips.
N o r m a n St u a r t G eg g ie

R o b e r t C l a u d e G ir a r d in , a native of Sherbrooke,
was born there on May 2, 1921. Robert attended St. Char
les Seminary where he organized radio contests and took_
part in broadcasts. At Bishop’s he intends to take part in
all activities for which he will find time and energy to
spare. As M. Robert Claude Girardin, B.A., (we hope) he
plans to study law and later to specialize in Commercial
Law. In Robert’s memoirs we read that he had a rather
strange encounter with the late Governor-General, Lord
T weedsmuir.
M a r g a r e t e A n n G r a h a m (Peggy) made all Montreal
happy with her arrival there on August 11, 1925. Peggy
attended Mitchel School and Sherbrooke High School, where
she enjoyed skiing, skating, swimming and badminton. She
now intends to take part in dramatics, follow social pur
suits and lead an academic life. Peggy’s plans after gradu
ation are as yet unrevealed. Her past experiences are rather
"moving”, she "having been here and there”.
I ris J e a n H a m il t o n . Her birthplace was the capital
city of Canada (February 17, 1926, for your information).
At Fort Coulonge Intermediate and Shawville High Schools
she had the elite position of school librarian. After gradua
tion with a B.A. degree she hopes to qualify for a High
School Certificate in preparation for entering the teaching
profession.
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at Bishop’s. Reason for coming here: To take three years
Arts leading to Education.
E d w in R a o u l C u r p h e y made his initial debut in Hull.

Que., just a few years back— on April 23, 1924, to be ex
act. He attended Lisgar Collegiate Model School in Ottawa
and Sherbrooke High, where he was a member of the Cadet
Corps. Activities at Bishop’s will consist of C.O.T.C. and
hockey in which he has still to demonstrate his prowess.
A fter having secured a science degree, he intends to be
either a chemical engineer, or a bio-chemist. Eddy claims
as his most interesting past experience, a game of golf,
which he once enjoyed with a "pro” who shot a sweet 63
on the Chaudiere Golf Course.
F red G. D e l a n e y arrived in Quebec City on May 16,
1926. He attended the High School of Quebec and St.
Patrick’s School, where he spent most of his spare time
bowling, playing billiards and working for the school paper.
Fred intends to take up badminton, bowling, and pool
(swimming pool?) at Bishop’s. He is trying to secure a
B. A. degree in a reasonable time in order to take up medi
cine later. Two trips to New York in his early youth (?)
rank high among his past experiences; but most outstand
ing is the fact that he was brought up "with the bottle”,
the love of which he is still unable to deny.
G o rdon L io n e l D ick so n tried hard enough but nev
ertheless did not succeed in missing April fool’s day in
1926, when he was welcomed in Concord, Vermont. At
Concord High School he played basketball, baseball and
acted as business manager of the school paper. Gordy would
like to take up rugby, hockey and basketball this year, and
after obtaining his B.Sc. degree intends to join one of the
U. S. armed services. He says, every Saturday night was
an interesting experience for him and is willing to give
details in personal interviews.
H

erbe rt

R ussel J o h n D ic k so n cam e in th e same

C. O.D. parcel as his brother Gordy. He played basketball
and baseball almost as well as Gordy, was assistant editor
of the school paper and a member of the Glee Club. Except
for basketball he is not quite decided yet as to what he will
do at Bishop’s. Herb would not mind joining the army
even before graduation. In contrast to his twin he does not
consider any of his experiences worth mentioning.
N o r m a n J o h n F a irba irn thrust his wantoned pres
ence on civilization on New Year’s Day, 1926. La Tuque
High was the seat of his early education where he was a
member of the basketball, badminton and ski teams. When
not concerned with his struggles in the lab, Norm hopes to
continue these sports, as well as taking an active part in
the C.O.T.C. Plans after graduation, none. Interesting past
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experienes— one or two!
H ow ard S. F u m e r t o n — Fummy as he is familiarly
termed by the inmates of the "shed” , shone forth with all
the exuberance of his lusty frame on April 9, 1926. He
attended Fort Coulogne Public, St. Peter’s School and
Shawville Academy where he rose to that honourable posi
tion of editor of the school paper. Activities planned at
Bishop’s consist mainly of strictly adhering to all freshmen
rules and in particular to answer all phone calls in his
building with the greatest alacrity. With a B.A. degree
tucked safely away, "Atlas” plans to enter upon a career of
ministering to the poor. Interesting past experiences con
sist of learning to walk, a hazardous and painstaking oper
ation, several automobile accidents, as well as numerous
trans-Canada flights.
N o r m a n St u a r t GEGGIE found himself awake in
Wakefield, Que., on May 2, 1925. He attended Wakefield
Consolidated, St. Allans, Brockville and Ottawa Model
School, where he played rugby, softball and tennis. Here,
Norman is going in for tennis and badminton and possibly
dramatics. After completing his science course he intends
to study medicine at McGill. Norman apparently became
interested in the medical profession while accompanying
his father, a country doctor, on his trips.
R o b er t C laude G ir a r d in , a native of Sherbrooke,
was born there on May 2, 1921. Robert attended St. Char
les Seminary where he organized radio contests and took
part in broadcasts. At Bishop’s he intends to take part in
all activities for which he will find time and energy to
spare. As M. Robert Claude Girardin, B.A., (we hope) he
plans to study law and later to specialize in Commercial
Law. In Robert’s memoirs we read that he had a rather
strange encounter with the late Governor-General, Lord
Tweedsmuir.
M argarete A n n G r a h a m (Peggy) made all Montreal
happy with her arrival there on August 1 1, 1925. Peggy
attended Mitchel School and Sherbrooke High School, where
she enjoyed skiing, skating, swimming and badminton. She
now intends to take part in dramatics, follow social pur
suits and lead an academic life. Peggy's plans after gradu
ation are as yet unrevealed. Her past experiences are rather
"moving”, she "having been here and there”.
I ris J e a n H a m il t o n . Her birthplace was the capital
city of Canada (February 17, 1926, for your information).
At Fort Coulonge Intermediate and Shawville High Schools
she had the elite position of school librarian. After gradua
tion with a B.A. degree she hopes to qualify for a High
School Certificate in preparation for entering the teaching
profession.

M ary L il l ia n H a r r in g t o n has come a long way to
Bishop’s. Emerged from the mists of New Foundland
(Trinity East to be exact) on June 21, 1925, she attended
Kenogami High School, Stanstead College and King’s Hall.
Mary played basketball and took an active part in debating,
dramatics and literary work. She intends to keep up her
dramatics as well as basketball and may also risk a few
minor activities. Mary is going to be a teacher (if she does
not change her mind), for the purpose of which, we hope,
she will take one of Bishop’s B.A. degrees along with her.
After having lived in Labrador and spending three summers
at an Indian mission, Mary "don’t get around much any
more.” We wonder whether she has any intentions of go
ing back to teach little Indians.
J ames G a rd n er H odder . Several years of college life
have gone by since Jim remembers his initiation as a fresh
man. However to deny him a "write-up” now that he has
joined our little society would indeed be an omission of the
first order. The pleasure is therefore all ours, in presenting
before our readers the contents of the most interesting
Mitre questionaire which has been handed in by the Year of
’46. As for his place of birth we quote, "Newfoundlander
by birth and affection, England by fate and adoption, New
Zealand by choice, but as a vagabond in an ever changing
world, I give Bishop’s University as an adequate address.”
Concerning his date of birth, he is most retiring, "I have
arrived in my twenty-fifth year without achieving much,
or at least so it seems to me.” Outstanding among schools
which he attended were Bishop’s Field College, Newfound
land, Wilson’s Grammar School, England, the Polytechnical, London, and St. Aiden’s College of Durham University,
Durham, England. Activities at all these schools may well
be summed up as follows "playing the game wherever I
could.” Jim is intent on securing an L.S.T. degree to be
followed by his life long ambition for Holy Orders. Inter
esting past experiences are astronomical. He has visited
every country in Europe except Russia and Turkey, as well
as having travelled over the greater part of North America.
Answering the call to arms, he joined the Imperial Army on
September 3, 1939. During the Battle of Britain he was
attached to the Medical Corps in the City of London where
he was mainly concerned in giving first aid to air raid
casualties.
O r m a n d A. H o pk in s first opened his mouth with

"Every time she kisses she says I’m a pious creature” on
that gruesome day of August, 1925. At Perth Collegiate
Institute he gained the reputation of being a "nice little
boy” but during month of Bishop’s life, wine, women,
song and parish work has changed his outlook for the bet
ter. Having gained a degree in the Licentiate of Sacred

Theology he plans to enter the priesthood in the diocese of
Ottawa. Well, all we can do Ormond is to wish you the
best of luck, hoping that you may sometime have the good
fortune to land on a nice juicy popsicle.
F rederick A y t o n H ovey took a breath of the Sher
brooke air for the first time on March 21, 19— . At Sher
brooke Public and High School Fred took an active inter
est in rugby, basketball, hockey, badminton and softball.
The Dumbel found him an efficient circulation manager.
At Bishop’s Fred plans to take part in rugby, basketball,
badminton and golf. As a pastime he is trying to obtain a
B.Sc. degree, if possible in one year’s time. One of Fred’s
most outstanding experiences is a hitch-hiking trip to O t
tawa. Ever since, however, he spends his Saturday nights
in a more or less quiet atmosphere.
F red K a u f m a n claims to come from Vienna, the city
of wine, women and Strauss, where he arrived on May 7,
1924, at 5.00 p.m. B-U-L-O-V-A Bulova watch time.
After exhausting the knowledge elementary schools had to
offer, Fred started to explore high school life first in Vienna,
then in Darlington, England, and finally in Sherbrooke. At
Sherbrooke High School he spent most of his spare time
managing the business affairs of the Dumbel. Fred was also
a very active (eating) member of the Hi-Y. A t Bishop’s
he intends to take part in debating and is also considering
to work for the Mitre. He hopes to enter McGill with a
science degree. Unfortunately the record of Fred’s past ex
periences has been lost.
J ames K e n n e d y first saw the bright lights of Montreal
on January 30, 1926, where he attended Blymouth Herbert
Symonds, Roslyn Public and Westmount h ig h Schools.
Here he seems to have been mainly concerned with studies
for his sole outside activity consisted of being an ardent
supporter of the Air Cadets. Now, however, having entered
this hallowed sanctum, he intends to persue a course which
will finally result in a B.Sc. degree. After graduation he
hopes to swell the ranks of industrial engineers. One of the
outstanding adventures which he claims to have experi
enced was a trip from Brockville to Kingston, a distance of
0 5 miles, in a 14-foot rowboat, propelled by a one horse
power motor.
E l a in e F redericka K n u t s o n who disdained Quebec
as her birthplace, expressed a decided preference for Tim
mins, on November 23, 1923. She received her elementary
grounding at Lennoxville High and King’s Hall, where
dramatics, sports, glee club and debating were her main
activities. In three years’ time with a B.A. degree to her
credit, she hopes to join the Wrens.
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F ra n ces P e r c in L add , another representative of "the

Queen of the Eastern Townships", increased Sherbrooke’s
population by one on May 17, 1921. Frances was a mem
ber of the Dumbel staff and the Tenzelevenz Club at Sher
brooke High School. She plans to give her wholehearted
support to the Mitre, dramatics and the Glee Club, but we
may also see her bowling and playing volleyball. Right now
Frances is quite concerned about obtaining an Arts degree,
after which she plans Education (to educate or to be edu
cated, that is the question). Frances thinks her experiences
so far have been very commonplace. (Please, don’t whistle,
boys.)
J o h n D. M a c N a u g h t o n (General). May 28, 1927,
was the disastrous day, when he forced his way into the
ranks of the community of Richmond. When John decided
to honour St. Francis High School with his attendance there
was universal rejoicing. There he took an active interest in
hockey, badminton, song and women, being expert in all
of the activities mentioned. At Bishop’s the General plans
to add bowling and golf to the list of his hobbies, his talents
in these directions having only recently been discovered. As
far as his academic work is concerned John is going in for
a science of some sort. A fter graduation (?) he intends to
do some research in Medicine or women or perhaps both.
His interesting past experiences, he claims, lie mainly in the
social field.
L e o M c D o n o u g h originally from Detroit, heard his
own voice for the first time but by no means the last on
August 3, 1927. Leo preferred St. Patrick’s Academy in
Sherbrooke to Detroit high schools. There he enjoyed a
quiet life interrupted only by tennis, hockey and ping pong.
A t Bishop’s he is only going in for "etc” and B.A. Leo
claims to have been involved in a lot of mix-ups which
naturally must be left to the reader’s imagination.
M urray M c E w e n . Mack, as he is familiarly termed
by his many friends, was born in Carleton Place on May 25,
1919. The oldest of the Freshmen, he is indeed, one of the
few who shows so much as a particle of common sense.
During his twelve years in the neighbouring high school,
he gained for himself the reputation of being the best all
round athlete the community had ever produced. Now
that he is at Bish he no longer has time for such trivialities
but is mainly concerned with romance and adventure. Hav
ing completed three years pre-med in Lennoxville, Mac in
tends to go on to McGill to finish we hope with flying
honours. It is useless to try to enumerate the adventures
which he experienced during several years service in the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police. It will suffice to say that
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if anyone is the least bit interested in the arts of boxing,
wrestling, Judo or ju-jitsu, a short interview with Mack
will doubtless pay them great dividends.
T h e l m a B eryl P a rk er came to Bishop’s from North
Hatley where she was born on March 3, 1927. She received
her high school education at Ascot and Lennoxville where
she was a member of the students’ council and the Junior
Red Cross. Thelma is willing to write for the Mitre and to
try her luck in dramatics. She is studying for a degree in
economics after which she intends to pass on some of her
knowledge to others. During one of the most outstanding
moments of Thelma’s life she was seen by the King and
Queen.

Thus we come to G a le F ra n k P h a r o , who was born
in Thetford Mines on February 13, 1926. There during
his high school years Gale’s activities consisted of hockey,
basketball and track; at Bishop’s he plans to add badminton
to this list. W ith a Science degree he would like to start
working as a chemist; he may, however, spend a year at
McGill before doing so. Some time ago Gale was involved
in an automobile crash. Apparently it did not leave any
serious noticable after effects.
L ila J u n e P h a r o joined the community of Thetford
Mines on May 14, 192 5. A t the Johnston Memorial High
School, she took part in badminton, golf, skating, skiing,
was captain of the basketball team, and president of the
athletic association. She has not planned any activities at
Bishop’s yet, despite the fact that she has definitely decided
to take an Arts degree.
M e r n e E l l e n P ow ers . On June 3, 1925, the stork
paid a welcome visit to the "great industrial metropolis”
of Brigham (P. Q. in case you’re in doubt). She attended
Farnham Centre, Philipsburg Intermediate, Cowansville
High and Granby High School. Course of study at Bish
op’s— Arts. Plans after graduation— teaching.
W a l t e r R ie s e . None other than Berlin, Germany,
was his place of birth on May 8, 1924. He attended one
of Berlin’s most outstanding public schools, a Technical
College situated in Darlington, England, as well as good old
Sherbrooke High. A member of the Hi-, he eventually as
sumed the responsibility of editing the Dumbel, a publica
tion which is worthy of no small praise. At Bish he plans to
debate; he is already working for the Mitre, playing basket
ball and other minor sports. After securing a B.Sc. degree,
plans after graduation consist of engineering. His most
interesting past experience was crossing the Atlantic on the
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ex-luxury liner (censored) which narrowly escaped being
torpedoed.
M ary Beatty Sc o t t . Mary was born in Ottawa on
March 1, 1922, and attended Litton School, California,
Elizabeth Ballantyne and McGill University. Basketball,
dramatics, skiing and debating were her main pastimes
when not concerned with "rushing” the freshettes. After
completing her course in Education she hopes to reach that
much coveted position of ringing the bell in the little red
schoolhouse. Her most interesting past experience was be
ing "capped” at convocation.
N e il St ew a rt arrives straight from his birthplace,
Sherbrooke. The date was October 31, 1927. He attended
St. Patrick’s Academy where in his spare time he perfected
himself in the art of ping pong, marbles and spin the bot
tle. Apart from his first day at Bish where he has enroled
as an Artsman, meeting Hovey seems to have been his most
outstanding past experience.
A da M ildred Su t t o n arrived in the ancient city of
Montreal on June 6, 1926. At Westmount Intermediate
and Westmount High School she was a member of the HiY and took a very great interest in Operetta. At Bishop’s
Ada intends to go in for badminton, skiing, and dramatics.
Because of her abilities in that field Ada would like to
graduate as mono-linguist from the faculty of Arts.

In reply to our question as to her interesting past ex
periences she says, "Are you kidding?” Her plans after
graduation are unknown, but she is now busy procuring a
B.A. degree at Bishop’s. She sings, she acts, she sports. She’s
one of the Compton girls who also attended Kingsley Con
solidated, Cookshire and Magog High. She was born on
February 7, 1926, at Ponch Cove, Newfoundland. Who
is she? Ma rie M aud V e n e r a b l e T u l k .
The tale of J u lia H e l e n V audry began August 15,
1926, at Lennoxville. The call of Bishop’s which included
tennis, skiing, dramatics, Glee Club and a B.A. degree could
not be resisted. Julia’s plans after graduation are as yet
unsettled, but she hankers after the New England School
of Theology in Massachusetts.
Ra l p h V in e b e r g , another Montrealer, discovered this
world on July 9, 1921. He went to an astronomical num
ber of schools and finally graduated from Sherbrooke High
School where he took an active part in all major sports and
was assistant sports editor of the Dumbel in his first year.
Among activities at Bishop’s dramatics and the Mitre in
terest him most. After completion of his arts course Ralph
intends to take up journalism. He counts army life in Sher
brooke and Camp Borden as his most memorable experience.
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B eresford J am es W a t t .— A genuine Juicer, he was
born in Burton-on-Trent, England, on May 9, in the year
of our Lord, one thousand nine hundred and twenty-six.
He attended Windsor Consolidated High where his activi
ties were confined to loafing and to the art of soldiery.
Although he is now already enroled in the ranks of the
C.O.T.C., he intends to ski and play golf as well. After
having graduated with a B.Sc. degree to his credit, he
plans to join the ranks of those courageous morons, who
cheerfully wend their way to the "G ” as regularly as their
conscience permits. Interesting past experiences consist
merely of "swell necking parties” which he enjoyed (we
hope) during his four months in the Active Army.
G erald T h o m a s W h a l e n disembarked in Gaspe H ar
bour, Que., on December 8, 1926. He attended high school
in Trois Rivieres where he made use of his long limbs in
basketball, hockey, badminton, and golf. He plans to keep
up the same activities while studying for his B.Sc. degree.
After graduation Gerry would like to look down on Bish
op’s from six thousand feet altitude. His most interesting
experience was shooting (trying to shoot) moose at four
teen. For different versions of the story please see him
personally.
R obert W r ig h t . Ever since April 4, 1924, Toronto
has sensed the presence in its midst of this nebulous being.
Now he has drifted out to Bishop’s and we are vaguely
aware that he is taking a B.A. degree in Theology. Accord
ing to data supplied he attended East York Collegiate
School, where he was a prominent member of the InterSchool Christian Fellowship Organization. At Bishop’s he
plans to take a wholehearted interest in debating as well as
supporting the Mitre (nice going). Bob’s only past experi
ence worth mentioning, he says, was staying with his uncle,
Governor of Prince Edward Island, during a visit of Lord
Bessborough.
N a n cy D oria M eade was born in British Guiana,
South America, on February 9, 1925. She attended St.
Rose’s High School, British Guiana, Bishop’s High School,
Alona College, Victoria College, and finally Varsity Uni
versity. An excellent athlete, she became Games Captain
of all girls’ sports, also head girl and head prefect. While
studying for an Arts degree at Bish, her spare time will be
devoted to badminton, bowling, dramatics, debating and
skating. A fter graduating Nancy plans to go in for jour
nalism. Doubtless the success she will achieve will be in no
small part due to her extensive travel on both the contin
ents of North and South America.
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The Locket

Don ’t - Q u i t --When things go wrong, as they sometimes will,
When the road you’re trudging seems all uphill,
When the funds are low and the debts are high,
And you want to smile, but you have to sigh;
When care is pressing you down a bit,
Rest, if you must—but never quit.
Success is failure turned inside out,
The silver tints of the clouds of doubt,
And you never can feel how close you a re ;
It may be near when it seems afar,
So stick to the fight when you’re hardest hit,
It’s when things seem worst that you mustn’t quit!
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Poker always was Butch’s favourite game, especially
when he could stack the cards. Butch and "Fingers” liked
this game even more when they played with ladies, and
Butch was in his prime when he pulled four "bullets” and
scooped up the prize possession of the two Peruvians. These
two worthies in turn pulled two knives and our friends de
parted swiftly with the locket and an old bystander who
happened to be in the way. Oddly enough Butch had a
strong distaste for knives, having been stabbed by Tony
"The Wop” during a private war, on the corner of 52nd
and 9th Avenue back in New York (over the beer racket).
Anyway the saloon no longer had the pleasure of their
company.
Juan’s house was in the general direction of their exit,
so he just kept on going the way he was headed. Butch and
Fingers with no particular direction in mind, but only dis
tance between themselves and the knife-throwers desired,
followed Juan through the breaking day.
Ten miles in Peru is bad, but in a Peruvian desert, at
Siesta time, it is unbearable. The three sweat-soaked, dustcaked, bleary-eyed amigos arrived at Juan’s home— a hotel.
Juan beeming proudly, gurgled, "See? This is the hotel of
my father!” The hotel was something Holywood has been
trying to copy for a long time and never succeeded in do
ing—you know the "Death Gulch Valley” type.
Over the door was a sign, Palace of Signor Furoso.
This worried Butch considerably for it was no palace, and
he preferred to slap down knock-kneed enemies rather than
normal citizens. Juan explained that his father had taken
his name after the events of a certain Saturday night. It
seems that this father had been drinking moonshine during
the preceding week and was in fine feather for a bull fight.
He expressed his views and his comrades obligingly pro
vided "Furoso” the bull. Well it seems that the bull-tender,
being slightly intoxicated had poured beer into the bull’s
trough by mistake. The result was something like a Vienese
waltz. His father was the victor due to the fact that the
bull was unaccustomed to imbibing in such large quantities.
Butch held a whispered consultation with Fingers.
Doubt was seeping into his mind. This reminded him of
the time he had been ambushed by Scarface and his mob,
and he had no intention to let it happen again. Fingers,
however, had a blind faith in Juan, due to the quart of
Scotch he had downed at the saloon. So they agreed to stay
at the hotel a while, making sure that they had a good
hold on the locket. Juan barred the way telling them they
could not enter until Siesta was over. They walked around
the building to the east wall and there they found Signor
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Furoso sleeping peacefully. With a swift kick from his son
he jumped up branishing his sombrero, and bowing as low
as his pot belly and altogether too small red pants would
let him. Wiping his face with his shirt tail, pushing his
pistol further into his belt and blowing out a handlebar
mustache, revealing a bloated and swarthy face he roared,
"Welcome to the humble abode of Signor Furoso. My house
is yours. After slapping at sand fleas and twisting and curs
ing and throwing vile chatter around they heard stretches
and grunts inside the house. Signor Furoso shrugged his
shoulders and said, "My wife.” They all went to the front
door and knocked and shouted and at last heard the sounds
of the bar lifting from the sockets.
As the door opened Furoso grunted, "My wife.” Like
all latins she was fat, but she looked as though she could
handle a gun as well as the best of us. She disappeared re
turning with a jug of the well known brew and a platter
of food, southern style, which might have been sawdust
and vinegar. She placed this on a long bar which with a
staircase was the outstanding feature of the room. Signor
Furoso led them across a floor covered with sawdust. The
sawdust was piled higher in one corner to form a bed and
there sat a beautiful seniorita blushing coyly. Fingers was
now sure that their stay should be prolonged.
Before the two friends could lay their hands on the
brew, Juan had to tell his father about the locket. After
much idle banter they came to disagreement as to where
the four bullets came from. Juan snatched the locket from
Fingers, yelling, "See! I have it now. It is mine. No!” His
father took up his bull-fighting attitude and the four paired
off. Sorrow was expressed on Fingers’ face as he lay im
mersed in the sawdust, and it seemed as though Signor
Furoso might have killed the bull even if they were on the
same terms. Juan had learnt a lot about Butch’s Bronx
battling in the last five minutes and his head stuck through
the bottom boards of the bar. This reminded Butch of a
mounted moose without antlers.
Fingers was definitely in approval of a truce, and the
father after this exercise made for the jug. Butch, who was
naturally kind-hearted was ready to forgive Juan and Juan
in his turn felt that the Spanish race were a bit too emot
ional. Still there was not the same cordiality as before, but
Signor Furoso felt that he must retain his manners and
passed the jug around. He extended the jug to Butch.
Butch took it, sniffed the open neck, shuddered, then turned
and braced his shoulders against the bar, closed his eyes and
drank. He passed the jug, sputtering and gasping. Fingers
drank and handed the jug to the father. He wetted his lips,
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rolled his eyes upwards and drank slowly smacking his lips
he passed the jug to his son.
They spent the rest of the afternoon drinking and by
nightfall they were pretty drunk. One gets hungry even
if one has been drinking excessively all day. So they turned
to the Spanish dish, not bothering to use the knives and
forks known to higher society, and washed it down with
the brew. After this they were in a more jovial mood. Sig
nor Furoso slipped and fell and they all rushed to pick him
up and sit him on his original position on the bar. Laugh
ing heartily, he washed down the sawdust he had gathered
in his fall.
At around ten o’cloc in the evening, Butch told Furoso
that they would like to hide out here a few days. This
seems like a good idea to Fingers who was engrossed in a
corner with the senorita. Furoso thought it would be a
good idea too until he remembered that he was mad at
them. So they went on drinking, passing the jug methodi
cally around the circle. Butch suddenly remembered the
locket and they all got on the ground with the jug and
started searching through the sawdust for it. Signor Furo
so searched so diligently that Butch could not help forgive
him for trying to take it away, and immediately showed a
great affection for him by throwing his arms around him
and hugging him like a bear. Signor Furoso took his action
the wrong way and a great fight ensued. Juan sat and
watched since Fingers was still engaged with the pretty
senorita.
After the two had fought for a while everybody decided
to turn in for the night. Butch being particular as to where
he slept, picked a corner of the room and started to pile up
the sawdust for a bed. Juan, who had knocked himself
unconscious by banging his head against the wall in a re
newed search for the locket, lay crumpled on the floor. His
father crawled within easy reach of the jug.
They woke up about nine in the morning when the wife
entered with some more food of the same description. Butch
and Signor Furoso both went for the jug on the counter,
but Fingers shuddered and turned his head. They passed the
jug around until about noon and then Signor Furoso again
retired for his siesta, the others followed suit.
Promptly at three o’clock the father woke up and was
looking around for the jug when there was a knock at the
door. He grunted, got to his feet and went to the door,
because the others all pretended to be asleep. Just as he got
to the door in crashed the two gamblers looking for their
locket. Butch leaned over and said, "I wish they would
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find it for us.”
"W hat?” said one of the newcomers, "You have lost
the locket?”
Signor Furoso swelled out his chest and bellowed "What
do you mean lost? You insult the house of Signor Furoso
when you think one of my guests has lost something.” He
picked up the jug, brandished it and put it to his lips taking
a long pull. The newcomers looked on thirstily, and the
father tempted them again swallowing lustily. Fingers felt
kindhearted and reminded him about hospitality. So the
newcomers were invited in and the jug was passed around
the enlarged circle.
By the time food was served the jug was half empty,
and everyone was on good terms with everyone else. One
of the newcomers turned to Butch and asked him how the
locket had disappeared. Furoso didn’t seem to know where
it was and the newcomers accused him of making it vanish.
Furoso stood at attention with the jug in his hand and with
an insulted air bellowed "I challenge you to a duel.”
Butch and the other newcomers acted as seconds. Some
how they started a fight of their own and Butch, rather
than be eliminated tried to choke him to death. Furoso
down with the first salvo, and the two Peruvians hurriedly
left the hotel.
They set Signor Furoso up on the counter and his wife
came in with her apron over her face and started to wail.
Butch took a round off the jug and said the old hotel
wouldn’t be the same without the old man. Fingers was
well occupied with the senorita and Juan was drowning his
sorrow in the jug. After a while they all turned to the jug
and they were all happy again.
Signor Furoso who was only knocked out after he fell
to avoid the bullets now came to and he was most annoyed
to see that they weren’t mourning over his death. He sat
up and shouted, "where is the locket which I offered my
life so courageously for.” They all turned around in sur
prise and Butch dropped the jug. They were all glad that
he was still alive, although, for a moment, his wife thought
he was a ghost and proceeded to voice her opinion in a loud
shriek which reminded Butch of Molly, the gun moll, when
she was getting the third degree.
Fingers retorted "I gave the locket to the senorita yes
terday.” Whereupon they were all relieved and this time
Butch’s bear hug was correctly interpreted. They began to
pass the jug around again. Fingers gave a contented sigh
in the corner.
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THE TYPEWRITER
Just as Bacon wrote essays On all topics of his day, yet
because the lowly and tempermental typewriter had not
been invented, it suffered a sad fate, which I shall surely
attempt to rectify. The typewriter contends with the add
ing machine as the number one Glamour Girl of the Office.
Due to its more curvaceous form, and that its pedigree con
tains a greater amount of "b lueblood”, we find the men
continually swarming about and lovingly fondling it. But,
my dear reader, do not look askance as I say this, I assure
you, it happens in the best of families. For is not beauty
in the female sex generally man’s downfall?
But the typewriter, knowing its own prowess, becomes
"fast” only under skilled hands. And this is why I am
writing this tale of awe and anguish. For I just can’t ma
nipulate this brazen female. (I say brazen because contrary
to our moralistic ideas, she clothes herself not during the
day and retires at night unromatically clad in sackcloth.)
Thus, her true character may be seen. She is of that class
of female who on being told to do this, do that, who flirt
with men and annoy women. Please don’t think that I
haven’t tried. Each day I sit before her in homage to her
beauty and swiftness. Each day I work my fingers to the
bone to attain swiftness that will chant a pretty tune and
soothe her ruffled spirits. Does she help? No! Each day
she moves her letters around so I’ll be a little more baffled
when I pay my respects to her, and I sit and fume, trying
to gain enough courage to free myself from her bondage,
but I cannot escape her magnetic personality. For those
who are the worshipers of idols must pay the penalty—
work!
N ot withstanding her tempermental personality, she has
uses in an office. For all those uneducated white collar
workers, she is a blessing. Those poor souls who can hardly
write, but can stumblingly read the alphabet, employ it
constantly and very gracefully with their index finger, as
one holds a teacup in the presence of the mighty. And then
there are the speed-demons, who each in turn presents a
momentary infatuation. But being but a creature of the
iron age, her loves are short and tempetuous and leave few
scars.
In true femininity, she is a creature of wiles— mercen
ary ones. Not that she is expensive, oh no! But each time
she favours you with a compliment, her cry is "ribbon, rib-
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bon” and each swain unto whom she pleads brings forth a
ribbon—that beautiful blue which can be seen only for an
infinitesimal minute between twilight and the blackness of
night. Now you have seen the typewriter, in all her mys
tery, a friend to the deft, a foe to the clumsy.
THE ADDING MACHINE
Since I have portrayed the typewriter in all its mystery,
in fairness I must tell of her rival, a matchless beauty.
That is, beauty as far as men are concerned. Without
doubt, she has nowhere in the whole wide world a rival, for
the truth is, she has the best of "figures”. And what more
does a man ask? Curves galore— and in the right places,
not one single line out of proportion. No wonder she is
gaining popularity throughout the business world. There
are none who do not know of her, have not heard of her
famous calculating mind, yet yearn with their utmost pas
sion to possess her. For one glance at her and she coyly
succumbs, one touch of the finger and work is dissolved
into a mist. But, my reader, these are only the fancies of
the male mind. Because I know the sad truth of the matter.
Even I acknowledge that of all the figures in the world
hers is perfection. But, alas, she moves herself into tanta
lizing and diverting positions, under the touch she pretends
to be pliable, secretly men gloat and think "I have con
quered.” They hurry, they speed up their actions, faster,
faster, to remove all her goodness and when they are fin
ished they leave her, thinking that it is they who are clever
and have removed her innocence. And the answer, it is
wrong. Man must humble himself before her and return to
pray for her forgiveness. This time, abashed at his own
inadequacy, and ashamed of what he stole for sheer passion,
he moves more slowly. This time he takes his time. He goes
over each curve carefully, his passion is cooled and yet not
dead. She may take compassion on him this time and alloy
him to leave her, correct and happy.
Not all does she do this to. For do not think she is
fickle. Her passion is long-lived and when once gained, if
not neglected, will flourish, and man may reap his most
coveted reward. Under a familiar and practised technique,
she will unfold like a new born rose and all shall be his for
the asking. The best of her is given up to man. And her
reward—none but a ceaseless pounding and beating on her
body, her figure may become mutilated but she takes time
out for repair and returns— unrivaled and unconquered.
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It seems to me a wrong symbolism and attitude, that
the tolling of the Chapel bell for evening prayers is accepted
as the forewarnng of a gloomy night. Such is not the case
—it merely ushers out the sad day, giving no hint of the
revelry to come. Contrary to the understanding of some,
indeed beyond their powers of comprehension, is the fact
that the night is the time for life, and day the time to make
up one’s lost energy by means of forty minute periods of
sleep.
Supper at night is usually very uneventful unless one
of the help spills a pile of plates or the freshmen get fed
first. One professor mumbles grace to himself— if forced
to, and another gazes benevolently at the latecomers.
Evening proper begins with a cigarette in the lower
halls. As the smoke clears it becomes apparent that the
crowds have broken up and diverse deeds are about to com
mence. Some edge off to their rooms to cast away their
gowns— and the night-errants think of damsels to be res
cued from a night of boredom to the confines of a dance
or the Wellington Grill. Various others scurry around with
no apparent end in view.
For those who have been forced to stay in by some
crazy reason such as work, or a very practical reason such
as lack of funds, the bell for the mail distribution brings
a gleam of hope. Perhaps your pecuniary difficulties may be
solved, that little blonde or fast brunette has written you
again . . . or then of course your dreams of future pros
perity may have been shattered and the little woman turned
you down. Granted, however, that the result you had an
ticipated has come, you either keep on playing bridge, go
out in a belated start or save your money for tomorrow
night. Work of course is a very useless make-shift solace.
Work is always a distressing thought, even more so in
the evening when you should have some luscious wench on
your lap— or at least be trying to get her there, anyway.
However, if work you must, your general progress will be
a false start on the wrong problem, a hasty scribble and
faster crossing-out (not passing-out), a gnashing attempt
at tooth sharpening on a pencil and after the usual caustic
crowd has collected, start throwing the bull, or playing the
inevitable round of bridge. We defy any expert to inform
a certain freshman that eight clubs cannot be bid over
seven diamons in contract bridge.
Bridge is a wonderful game for those who can play, or
rather think they can, and those who wish to enlarge their
vocabularies (if they can be enlarged). The play at times
has a strange tendency to encourage bidding like: two dia
monds, two spades, three clubs— in a wavering voice, three
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spades, four clubs, pass, damn, double, hell . . . and so on,
till midnight.
The night-errants— these are a group by themselves—
whom everybody wishes to join, and usually do as the first
cheque arrives at the beginning of the month. It is a very
varying group whose qualifications are only that "thou
shalt be able to pay for thyself” , and any incidental bag
gage whom you happen to be squiring that night. The
procedure is to round up those with a temporary financial
foundation and form a group, at-or-not-at the nearest tele
phone booth. "Cherchez la femme?” is the battle cry. The
women’s angle having been solved, the next procedure is
to pick them up; if you have already dated them, so much
the better, if you haven’t—pick them up anyway. The
procession then wends its way to the nearest dance, tavern,
or grill. The fun then starts, as many, if not all, again try
their ability as brewery trucks. As long as they can get it
out of the kegs or the bottles, there is no amount they
won’t try to carry— successfully or otherwise, but usually
otherwise. Bacchus having been placated, the women are
taken home— if the men can get that far, and then starts
the merry ride back to college, by taxi, thumb, or any
other means of conveyance.
Morpheus must be a darn poor lover, or those who grace
his arms wouldn’t do such queer things, make those strange
noises, or get those absurd feelings. For those who don’t
know what I mean, perhaps I had better explain. Quite a
few of the inmates of this asylum get nightmares— terrible
things, which make them twist and turn, and rock to-andfro. This goes on with a sudden start, and the spasm is of
short duration, usually climaxed with a violent upheaval
and capsizing of the bed. The resulting groans are usually
stifled under the sheets, with the help of a pressing matter
(excuse me, mattress). Those who have experienced this,
say the feeling is strange . . . being rocked and then feeling
as if the world were giving way underneath you, and Atlas
had let-go. Slightly of the same grain are those "queers”
known as somnambulists (what a word). They go wander
ing around at all times during the night, waving their arms
and themselves, wearing a blank mystified look, and having
a general mental fixation that they are too hot, and want a
cold bath. Ah! such men!
Sleep and too much beer are the opiates of humanity
(as we know it) and as such deserve a place in life. When
the beer is finished, and sleep is coming on, then shines the
light of another day, and our dear friends the professors
once more give us a chance to rest, as we wait for the
evening to approach.
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The Sphinx
November 1, 1943.

Dear Fran,
Sorry I haven’t written before to tell you all about
Bish. (T hat’s what they all call it.) Well, I’m all settled
now— and I think it’s a swell U. (They call it that too.)
The Prin (they call him that too)— and say — Fran — he
knows me. This is the funniest place— the Profs speak to
the students and know them— well anyway, I had an inter
view with him and my course is super-duper.
— But about Bish— it consists of two buildings— one’s
new and the other’s old. But I can’t tell them apart. How
ever there really is a difference and one is newer— not say
ing how new — but newer. Any way the front one has
scaffolding all up the front— they say that work is being
done up on top— but personally I believe the seniors find
it a handy entrance late at night— but don’t mention that
— heavens, no! They say that we frosh will learn soon
enough.
Chem Lab is such fun! We make the darndest things.
N ot being at college, you wouldn’t understand the techni
cal language— but you’d like the pretty colours that things
turn out to be. But really the social life there counts. The
girls are nice— they come in small numbers— but quality
out does quantity these days— wartime and all that. And
that reminds me. We have training. It always rains Wed

nesdays and Fridays, but cold capsules are cheaper than
cleaner’s bills!
And there was a dance too— we picked our dates from
a hat— (don’t tell any of the gang at home — but that’s
what happened.) I danced with more fellows’ girls— noth
ing like getting around, I always say!
I mustn’t forget the track meet. Oh, Fran—you should
have been there to watch me — I entered a contest and
threw a thing— or at least I tried to— but the amazing
thing was that the wrong person won— because dozens of
us had a hard time throwing the thing once, but one fellow
— Hercules, all the girls called him— threw it back every
time. I can’t understand why no one competed against him
praps they thought he was too good— but they didn’t an
nounce him as a winner. Can’t understand it! And one
poor fellow didn’t have any shoes, and you know what he
did, Fran? He ran all the races in his bare feet! Now that’s
what I call a real sport!
There goes the dinner bell — and I’m off in a flash to
hash! Remember me to the old crowd.
Morley.
P.S. A Pseudo-Leap Year Dance is coming up, and I’m
shaking in my shoes. A good-looking fellow has to be
mighty careful, you know.

O n Relief

K. L. FARQ U H ARSO N
On relief
From lecture, the loving couple wiled away
Their precious time, with n’ere a thought for judgment day,
For they rejoiced in skipping class,
That they might lie upon the grass
Beneath the trees, and talk of things
That dealt with love and wedding rings,
The Senior and the Co-ed.
The Senior and the Co-ed
No longer live a life of blissful ease
Because they’re married now and work like busy bees
For three offspring, and till late at night
They oftimes talk beneath a bare, unshaded light
O f things like sadly wasted college days,
And failure to amend misguided ways,
They’re living in the south I do believe,
On relief.

Sir Lawrence Gomme said that "to have studied London
to the full, is to know that London tells her own story and
that no one can tell it for her.” It is therefore a small thing
indeed to act as scribe, for the inspiration is drawn from
the great city itself.
The spell of London can not be explained. I expect that
every man or woman in this world who has suffered the
wonder of being loved has at some time asked, "But why
do you love me?” The unsatisfying answer never varies.
"Because you are you.” Likewise London is London.
I was walking along past Lambeth Underground Sta
tion late one night and slowly wandered over Westminster
Bridge, and turned right to enter the Embankment. Big
Ben towering over my head boomed out 11 o’clock. It was
a fretful autumn night with a movement of clouds across
a pale moon. I stopped before Cleopatra’s Needle to light
my pipe- It was an odd thing to find such a monument
along the Thames Embankment. The naked light of the
match showed me the cuttings in the stone where a stray
bomb, during the last Great War to end wars, had left its
mark. Then the fading match showed up the Sphinx at
the base of the Needle. I loved it because it had a distinct
way with you, a spell, a beauty and such amazing character.
It was not a smiling Sphinx. It required some considerable
understanding, so much in fact, that people often began to
love it by first hating it. There was nothing cheap or vul
gar in its soul. It had knowledge of everything that can
happen to a human being— all the tears of sorrow and all
the smiles of joy. How barren my soul felt in its presence.
What did the Sphinx think of me? I, who as a young man
was full of ambitions and mighty works and now, nearing
forty was in reality a broken man in spirit. I knew my
downfall. It was the colour of her hair.
How cynical I had become. How right was Wilde when
he said that a cynic was a man who knew the price of
everything but the value of nothing. I knew, as all cynics
know in their hearts, that cynicism is only a pose. And what
is pose but playing at seeming to be what one is not. How
could I hope to be original, even on the humblest scale, if
I insist on being an actor. The Sphinx was cruel to me that
night. It bared my cheap soul. The Sphinx knew somehow
that I still wanted to do some real good in the world. Had
I deteriorated too much? I thought I saw the Sphinx smile.
Was it a smile of encouragement. No— impossible. I was
a fake and I knew it. My pose was to pretend to know, to
pick up formulas, thanks to which I could judge airily of
literature and art and music. I was nothing better than a
gramophone. Yet the strange character of that Sphinx
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gave me courage. I felt that a change was to come in my
cheap and vain life.
I wanted to leave London. No— London was part of
me. Just to ride down the Strand in rain on top of a bus,
or to stroll along Pall Mall on a bright sunshiny day was
enough to keep me in London. London forced itself upon
me, a spiritual anchorage if you will. I must get away from
the Sphinx. My God, what a dreamer it made of me. I
half ran up to Piccadilly Circus. Piccadilly at this moment
was an avenue of amber lights aglow with the thrill of
theatres, limousine doors are closing on visions of silken
ankles, the lovely trees in Green Park gave a weird beauty
in the lamplight. The glamour of Piccadilly. I did not fit
in it at all. I had squandered my money. When the last
penny goes, and you are too proud to exhibit your poverty,
solitude and memory are all you have and one seems to talk
to them and people think you are talking to yourself.
My attention was rivet ted to a shrunken mishapen
lump of humanity crouching on the opposite pavement.
His limbs were horribly twisted and the hands that were
holding out a greasy cap for the purpose of holding money
that sympathetic theatre goers might throw in, were shak
ing pitifully. London had many street beggers but not
even the blind beggers could present such a hopeless sight.
The begger was so grotesque that many threw in a coin not
so much out of sympathy but as with a desire to get away
from the nightmare as quickly as possible. I watched unseen
from the shadows. When the crowd dwindled away the
dwarf shuffled off slowly around the corner. He looked in
all directions and thinking he was unseen began the most
amazing transformation that man has ever witnessed.
Slowly the bent crippled legs straightened to normal pro
portions. The crooked body straightened and the twisted
elbows curved around into a natural position. Obviously the
man was a born contortionist and saw no other way of
using that gift than to deceive his fellow creatures.
At last here was my chance. Chance! What do you
mean? Let me explain. I pursued the fake cripple and had
a long and earnest chat. At first he doubted me but the
promise of my remaining £50 was not to be missed.
For two weeks the daily newspapers were full of ac
counts of a mysterious healer— a faith healer. This prophet
was going to show that through the power of God hopeless
cripples could be healed by faith. Yes, my reader, I was
the prophet. Yes— still a fake—oh, but wait. On the pre
scribed day I appeared in Hyde Park dressed in a long pur
ple robe and black beard. I gave a long oration on the
unutterable beauty and strength of God and his power to
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heal. Among my 3000 hearers were some who were not
merely idlers come to mock a prophet or those who were
merely interested and curious, there were several cripples—
incurable cripples whom medicine and surgery could not
heal? Yes— you guessed it— and my friend the hunchback
who had bent and twisted himself more than ever. I shall
never forget the silence when I invited any cripple to come
forward and receive my blessing. As arranged the grotesque
little hunchback shambled forward. By God he was an
actor. The pain he showed on his face— the suffering. After
a long prayer I laid my hand upon him. Once again he
went through that marvellous transformation. More slowly
this time. More torturous it seemed. The silence was fright
ening. Before my eyes loomed the spectre of the Sphinx.
It had faith in me. A t last— the hopelessly twisted body
of the hunchback returned to normal. There was no ap
plause. Amazement and incredulity took its place. A
brighter light shone in 3000 pairs of eyes. Then my eyes
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fell upon the sweetest child I have ever seen. If only Mi
chael Angelo was there to paint as she sat in her wheel
chair where she spent all her life. She would never walk in
this world— but no— look, look. She was slowly rising from
her wheelchair and then cautiously walked towards me.
Her wonderful eyes expressing her faith and belief in me.
Thank God— again I say thank God I was not a fake. What
I actually prayed and hoped for had happened. I had never
believed that God worked in a mysterious way. But He
had use even of a fake. The people were on their knees,
some for the first time.
As far as the world knows the wonderful prophet dis
appeared from London.
A week later the little pale moon looked out of a flurry
of clouds as I walked on towards Cleopatra’s Needle. The
Sphinx registered no emotion. It had completed its work.
A lost soul had returned to a human body.
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W h y - W hen - W here ?
My name is Christopher Bailey. That I know — but
nothing more except what I am going to tell you. My
sombre form, draped in black can tell me nothing, my brain
refuses to answer, I wander endlessly into the unknown
future from a forgotten past, I am alone on an endless,
torturous waste.
The sirens went that night at 11 p.m.— hideous, screech
ing, inhuman death knells. London, Bristol, Plymouth—
they all seemed so far away— only names. But Montreal,
Quebec, Ottawa, Toronto, all obliterated— No, it can’t be
true . . . But it is.
Now where was I?— let me think. Oh yes, the sirens
went at eleven — instantly the University was darkened.
Life, for a time, almost ceased to exist. A tense, bottom
less feeling of suspense enshrouded the silent company hud
dled in the lower reaches of the New Arts building. No
one dared to speak. The silence, itself, was terrifying. Then
a cigarette was lighted and instantly slapped out. Someone
choked a laugh, and soon we were all roaring more from
nervousness than anythng else. A certain person wished he
had a deck of cards but that was silly— they couldn’t have
seen to play anything. Then silence again. I heard someone
ask the time — about 3.30. Good Lord! When will this
ever end.

Compliments of

Dominion Tar & Chemical
Company, Limited

We heard no plane— only a shrill whistle— then an earsplitting crash, followed by a second, a third and I think
a fourth. My stomach left me. I tried to rise but fell flat.
This surely was the end. In that split-second interval I said
every prayer I could think of. The light flashed, the sirens
shrieked— louder and louder. They almost drove me mad.
Falling bricks, stones, beams, the whole building itself came
down on us muffling the cries of the dying. It was then
that I heard that plane. It seemed to be mocking us. It
came down low surveying its handiwork. I held myself
tense expecting another Gethsemane. It rose, circled again,
then was off. Oh how I cursed it! How long all this lasted
I have no idea. I lay motionless for several minutes. Then
I attempted to rise. A sharp pain gripped me and I sank
back. I struck a match— it went out. I struck two and in
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the dim light found myself spattered with blood. A head
wound was bleeding profusely and my leg hurt. I groped
around looking for an exit. Where was everyone? I tripped
over something and a shudder of horror went through me.
Yes, it was him—that young fellow who sat next to me in
history class this morning. But where was the rest of him?
Dawn was breaking when I collapsed.
When I awoke it was broad daylight. The nurse gave
me an injection and told me to lie still. I tried to move
but I couldn’t. I supposed I was in Sherbrooke. There were
people lying all around me. Some people were crying—
others looked perfectly calm. The doctors and nurses were
scurrying about at a great rate as if something terrible had
happened . . . As if something terrible had happened! Then
I remembered it all and I confess I lost control of myself.
I cursed God and everything holy. I tried to leap out of
bed only to be seized by a pain that cut me like a knife.
The doctor seized me and held me and the nurse gave me
another injection. Then I went to sleep. It seemed ages
before I awoke. When I did awake I was not in the hos
pital. I seemed to be everywhere at once, stumbling and
feeling for my way. Queer sensations passed through my
body. Fantastic shapes loomed before my eyes. I thought
I heard people laughing at me but I didn’t care. I asked
someone for directions. He only looked at me and moved
on. So I kept going— going— going. The next thing I was
conscious of, was standing in the hallway of what remained
of the Old Arts building. The smell of abandonment and
utter desolation filled the air. The floors were covered with
plaster and all sorts of wrecked material, for they had not
yet cleared them. The sun shone in upon the roofless shell
and cast its gleam on a hastily written notice, tacked to the
wall, which read: The identified dead and injured from the
enemy raid of November 18 are as follows. I glanced
down the list — hurriedly, because I wanted to leave this
place— this tomb. Then I turned to go. But wait! What
was that name near the top of the list. There it is, the
fourth name. Why it’s Christopher Bailey— killed. I re
peated the name over and over again to myself. At last it
struck me. "T hat’s my name,’’ I screamed, " I’m not dead
—a bit shaken perhaps, but I’m alive — not like some of
those poor guys.” But yet, my name was there, written in
ink. It stared down at me and I gazed at it stupefied. Then
I caught the list and tore it up because it was a lie. Just a
minute! That list said "in the enemy raid of November
18.” This is only the 15th.
Oh, God! W hat’s happened to me? Am I dead or am I
alive or am I just stark mad? . . ,
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Bridge A t Bishop's

Dack’s Shoes
Stetson Hats

Years ago, in the ancient city of Blackwood, Ali Ben
Blackburn, a wizened crystal gazer, looked into his ball. A
look of horror and terror came over his bearded counten
ance, and he sank tremblng to the ground. What had he
seen? Before him had appeared the stately buildings of this
ecclesiastical college cursed by the four symbols of bridge.
What, no No Trump?
As time goes by we find that the evil curse of the wiz
ened crystal gazer has proven a reality. When—
A scream shatters the erie stillness.

Jaeger Woolens
Burberry Coats

A cry demanding, "fourth for a fast one” echoes
through the dingy corridors. A sloppy looking character
jarred from the arms of Morpheus wends his weary way to
answer the cry.
Scene— Temporary H. Q. of U. B. C. bridge club.

Society Brand Clothes
Hudson’s Bay Blankets
Welch Margetson Neckwear
Boy Scouts’ Uniforms

T H E S T O R E FOR

ME N A N D BOYS

SHERBROOKE

Action:
N. Whose bid?
E. Yours, stupid.
N. I’ll whisper a
spade.
E. What? You fool! I’ll double that.
S. Two hearts.
W. Gee— what a babe!
N. Listen lovesick, do you want to play or don’t you?
N. Oh dear! With this outhouse? Pass.
N. Without adie— three diamons.
E. (deep in thought)— You’re a great bidder! I double
again.
W. Dearie, please forgive me, but must you always
double?
S. Four clubs.
W. Pass.
N. (gazing towards the heavens). Give me strength.
Four no trump.
S., E. and W. simultaneously. "Eee gads, a power
house!”
The curse is broken, for the old crystal gazer had not
seen the symbol of no No Trump.
N. and S. Can you play Blackwood?
E. It’s Blackburn.
W. No prompting, I’ll call this game.
The argument goes on into the night, until finally S.
bids 5 hearts.
W. Pass.
N. 5 no trump.

A n A. B. M. Production
E.

Double.

S. Redouble.
W. What am I supposed to do now?
N. What have you been doing since you came to
college?
W.

Nothing but play bridge, dammit.

Three straight passes. (don’t get us wrong this is still
bridge!)
E.

Who started this? (meaning the bid)

S. Don’t bring up that gruesome subject,
the game)
N.

(meaning

Oh, please be quiet—your lead E.

S. Anybody got a weed? I’m dummy.
W. Dummy is right!
No.

For heaven’s sake, lead.

S. (mumbling to himself).
the end.

This is the beginning of

— Then N. begins to play scientifically.
To a foreigner (an undeveloped moron, knowing noth
ing about bridge) this seems to be but a crude type of
auction.
Now with your permission we shall attempt to define
some of the above terms.
Bridge.— Your guess is as good as ours.
A Powerhouse.— When the contents of the hand ex
ceeds its value.
Outhouse.— You know!
One No Trump.— When you have nothing and hope
your partner has something in that nothing, you trump
nothing. This, we may say is the easiest bid, although many
are the bridgers who took their lives on account of it.
Pass.—This is one of the most difficult bids at bridge,
because not only does it take a lot of brains to ponder on
a hand whose highest cards range from 8 to 10, but it also
take a hell of a lot of courage to admit it.
To go down from 1 to 13.— This happens when through
a certain inspiration you believe you can outwit your fellow
players. Only to find out to your great dismay, that while
you were busy bidding, they were inwardly laughing at you
because they held all the aces plus your high trump.
Bridger.— Anyone who takes up bridge for relaxation.
Kidding of course.

THE
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Making Bandages
"Anybody seen the show this week?”

i I I 1 1-M-M-l 1 I I I I 1 'H '-I-I-H - H - H I-t -l- I- l-l- I-l-l-I-l- I I I. | I 1 I I 1 1

"No! Any good?”
"Have you heard Pinky’s song?” (very audible groan)

You Are Called Away

"Oh Liz, what about our paramecium, have you put
any water in them?”
"No, not very good, not enough like the book.”
"Everybody hates men

As Your Custodian or Agent we can:-

Nobody loves me
Guess I’ll eat some worms . . . ”

1. Provide for the physical safety of your
securities.

"Oh must you!”
"N o I forgot about the bally things. Anyway the incu
bator is high and th at’s enough to keep anybody away.”

2. Relieve you from the burdens of investment

"And Pinky’s so jealous!”
"Cliff didn’t get any in his culture you know.”
"I know, poor thing, after he spent all afternoon chas
ing them from one drop to another.”

management.
3.

Collect and remit income as directed.

4.

Make purchases and sales on your order.

5.

Furnish complete records of all transactions.

These services may be adapted to your personal

"W hat on earth do you see in him?”

any time regarding the services which this

"H e’s nice, really he is.”
"My father says he would vote for it if he didn’t have
a job to hold on to.”
"Do you believe in working on Sunday?"
"Don’t go for the strong, silent type myself.”

Company renders.

A

booklet, “ Your W ill and Your Executor”
will be mailed on request.

1 M H - l- H - H I M -l-H -M -M *

SHERBROOKE TRUST COMPANY

”

"Gee, we have a lot of freshmen t his year.”
"I like A. A. Milne, don’t you?”
"I love Pooh.”

"I don’t know, quite. Rather a good idea.”
"Oh, I can write it on Sunday. Only a day late.”

Our officers will be glad to consult with you at

"My edges have horrible little wisps. Where the devil
are those scissors?”

"N o!” (uncomfortable pause).
"Where were you working this summer?”

"W hat do you really think of the party?”

requirements.

"I wonder why.” (she giggles coyly).
"H e’s got curly hair, too.”
"N ot curly — kinky!”

"They don’t come up to last year’s though.”

"Did you do your essay for Owen?”
"Yes, I know him, he’s my new secret passion.”

returns.

I sat beside him in Sid’s lecture.”
"What for? To calculate his age by his teeth.”
Oh, can the politics, you two. Don’t let’s have a fight
here. After all we must keep the bandages clean you know.”
"W hat do you think heaven is?”
"Are you pinching yours at the ends?”
"No, too much trouble and it leaves a lump.”
"Haven’t any idea, who can tell.”
"You must be agnostic, then.”
"You might call it that.”
"I just love my part in the play, it’s so cute. Only I’m
going to change my husband’s name to Dickie.”

"Oh, come off it, you two!”
"Do you want to hear something funny?”

"R.C.A. Victor. Heard a lot about the C.C.F.”

6. Assemble figures and data for income tax

E and F. M.

"Did he mean it?”
"Sure, why not? C.C.F. will be the next Dominion
government.”
"T hat brings us much to heaven and hell.”
"W ho’s strong? He’s as thin as a rail.”
"Nonsense, Liberal-Conservatives will be in.”
"You just don’t know a darn thing about it.”
"Do you believe in hell?”
"I guess so.”
"You mean hell fire and brimstone?”

"Oh you’re so lucky, I wish I could fall in love. It
must be wonderful.”
"Oh Edie, shut up!”
"I like Egore better.”
"But Piglet’s so sweet.”
"You're just prejudiced. Is he coming down from
Montreal this week-end.
"I thought you were a one-man woman.”
"No, life’s too short.”
"Remember Roo and Piglet getting mixed up?”
"It’s leap year next year, but I’m waiting till the one
after that. How about you?”
"N o time like the present!”
"You mean, to use your savoir faire.”
"Could you lend me the second Pooh book, Marion?”
"Algae has one!”
"W hat are you in such a hurry for?”
"Got to meet my man at five.”
"Just the pips on his shoulder, that’s all.”
"Nuts! she’s been that way for a year now.”
"Would any of you young ladies like a cup of tea?”
(Mad scramble).
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Bovarist
Pen was about to leave Mary’s house, when a voice
hailed him, it was his friend Bern.
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a drink, which he accepted. On entering her apartment,
she went to her room to take off her wrap and told Pen to
mix the drinks.

"W hat’s your hurry?” he asked.
"Well, Mary asked me to accompany Miss Certis home
in Jim’s car.”
"Miss Certis eh! Do you know her?”
"No, I’m going to meet her now.”
The girl had been introduced to Pen just as Miss Certis;
everytime he said "Miss”, she told him everyone called her
"Cig”. She wore a sleek sport coat of fur with a high col
lar. She was slender and fair, with dark, bored eyes and the
sort of a mouth that is made by ignoring the mouth en
tirely, and painting on a vivid petalled pout. She could not
have been older than seventeen— her lassitude, her bored
eyes and over-plucked eyebrows, her way of murmuring
"How amusing” in a voice not amused, made her seem
years older. Or rather they made her seem "seventeen try 
ing to seem years older.” Jimmy, Cig and Pen rode in the
front seat. Cig, whose ennui her long glance at Pen had
cast away, sat with one silken leg over the other, shapely
and agleam in the list of the dashboard. The toe of her
dangling foot just graced Pen’s ankle. She was still quiet,
by no means animated; but her dark eyes were no longer
bored. She sat a little nearer Pen, and gave him a peeping
profile, silhouetted against the dark light of the night. She
had a low, husky voice, and talked with her head bent
slightly forward, Pen, to hear her had to incline his head
towards her. This made all their conversation seem very
intimate. He knew that, even though she pretended not to
be interested, her mind was strongly concentrating on him.
You could know that she thought him handsome, dashing,
and romantic. Also his being older than her made him all
the more a better adventure.
She was always smoking. She would always say Cig .
Pen thought maybe that was why she was called Cig for
short. He had them for her and every time he handed
her one, she took it slowly from him, as if it clung to his
fingers.
When they prove up to her address, she asked him in for

When she came out he subjected her to a slow inspec
tion from the toes up. She had on red shoes, silk stockings
like sunburn embroidered with seams, low V-front red
dress, with a tight bodice and a flaring skirt. Her yellow
hair swirled across the back of her head between red eartips leaden with jade. She had on a new mouth, so moist,
so recently and richly applied, that you thought her every
breath would surely smear it.
On seeing her thus, he had a youngish inward feeling.
His thoughts were destructive, he wished to run his hands
through her hair and ruin that lovely coiffure, to smear the
red mouth— that new moist mouth. It was too perfect,
something ought to be done about it.
"Well?” said Cig’s mocking voice, "W hy don’t you?”
She was standing close to him now, and her chin ever
so slightly at that right angle; her eyes showed invitation,
the red mouth, curved and smiling.
" I ’ll be damned,” thought Pen, "she thinks I want to
kiss her!”
"A ct your age,” he told himself.
He stretched his right arm and his fingertips gently
rocked the red jade tied to her earlobes; then his fingers
delicately slipped down her lovely, warm, soft and white
cheek to touch, ever so slightly, her moist, red mouth.
"And spoil that? Oh no, I couldn’t. My artistic appre
ciation won’t let me.”
Maybe she was hurt at this remark, but she certainly
didn’t show it. She turned away suddenly, saying: "Come
on, get your coat and let’s go places . . . child'.''
"Child,” he said slowly and well accentuated.
That was too much, he could only stand a certain
amount.
He said: "Come back here,” in a voice that sounded
angry, but held no anger.
Grabbing her by the wrist, he turned her around and
kissed her . . . not childishly . . . after all!
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This Business O f Passing Exams
(The Mitre is reprinting for your convenience (?) a
day by day account of how to pass Christmas exams. If we
had released this earlier we have no doubt that it would
have solved alt your problems. But we're just mean that
way.)
Nov. 30.— Make resolution to begin work immediately
after supper. Eat supper. Go to show. Then to bed.
Dec. 1.— Make very firm resolution to work immedi
ately after supper. Have supper. Take a few minutes off
after supper to watch bridge game. Then decide to play
just one or two hands. Then play all night.
Dec. 2. (Saturday)—Decide very emphatically it was
time you settled down to work. Have supper. Go out to
celebrate something or other.
Dec. 3.— (Sunday) . . . BLANK . . .
Dec. 4.—Sit down at 7 p.m. to do six hours of steady,
uninterrupted work. Run across doubtful point in notes.
Go into friend’s room to clear up the matter. Stay for two
hours and discuss life, love, women, etc. Then go to bed.
(Mustn’t fall behind in your sleep.)
Dec. 5.— Examinations now four days off. Work from
7 to 3 with no time off. Smoke forty cigarettes in process.
Sleep soundly.
Dec. 6.— Lana Turner in an Extra-Special Production
comes to the local theatre. Mustn’t miss it under any cir
cumstances. Make up for time lost by sitting down to work
ail afternoon. Find Cosmopolitan on desk. Read three
stories and do one cross-word puzzle (great educational
value). Have supper. Show. Bed. Dream of Miss Lana
Turner.
Dec. 7.— Read ad. saying that stale rancid coffee keeps
you awake nights. Smuggle some of Dewhurst’s coffee up
to room. Take 15 minutes off at 11 p.m. for coffee with
friends. Drink plenty of it as you are going to work all
night. Spend two sociable hours discussing usual subjects.
Return to work. Fall asleep in chair. Wake at five. Find
chair very uncomfortable. And so to bed.
Dec. 8.—Examinations two days off. Work all after

noon. Work at night until ten. Get exceedingly restless.
Get up and wander around corridors. Meet other restless
students. Indulge in glorious water-fight, being careful
that no time shall the water on the floor exceed a depth of
six inches. Change clothes and resume work. Bed at 3.
Dec. 9.— Work all afternoon on next day’s exams.
Work all evening on next day’s exams. Bed at 3.
Dec. 10.— Der Tag. Rise at 5. Make a little book size
of postage stamp. Fill book with notes in very small script.
(We recommend the Zilch Biology Pen.) Take little book
surreptitiously into exam room. Find notes are so sparse and
written so finely that they cannot be deciphered. Despair.
(Moral is obvious.)
Dec. 11.— Latin examination. Enter exam room. Look
over the Latin paper. Write in exam book: "Veni, Vidi,
victus sum”. Sign name to exam book and hand in.
Dec. 12.— Have shirt-sleeves starched half-way up to
elbow. Fill with notes. Enter exam. room. Find that the
200-lb. Freshman who usually sits in front of you is not
writing an exam, this morning. Therefore you have to write
directly under professor’s stern eye. Shirt-cuffs ruined for
nothing. Tsk! Tsk!
Dec. 13.— Enter exam. room. Write about a dozen
words on the first question. Simulate faint by rolling off
seat into aisle. Great consternation. Get carried out. Get
aggregate standing for that exam. Success!
Dec. 14.—Last exam, and then freedom! Enter exam,
room in very high spirits. Write very fluently. Fill three
exam books. Write anything and everything that occurs to
you, whether it has something to do with the question or
not. Be sure to work in the story about the travelling
salesman.
Jan. 4.—Explain to Dad that the F’s on your report
stand for "Fair”.

A free booklet on "How to pass Iune exams” will be
sent on receipt of a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

THE
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Editor’s Note.—Unless you are a member of this Uni
versity, have a fairly good imagination and are ready to sit
down and ramble with us for a short time . . . omit the
following.
This issue maks the 50th anniversary of the founding
of "The Mitre”. It was in June 1843 that the greyish col
oured magazine bearing the above title was first published.
Crowned by a latin quotation Hie est aut nusquam quod
quaereamus, its cover included the College shield, the con
tents, and an inscription which read "A monthly Magazine
of Literature, University Thoughts and Events”. It was the
last part of this inscription which immediately caught our
eye, for it is in college thoughts and events that this col
umn is mainly interested. Accordingly we went browsing
in the old files and came up with a life history of this de
partment. It was, apparently, founded even before the first
Mitre in a small scandal sheet known as "The Frying Pan”.
i

|
|

“ Well, what now, you old chimney climber?”
“ Just a rem inder.. give everybody Sweet C ap s!”

S W E E T CAPO RAL C IG A R E T T E S
“ The purest form in which tobacco can be smoked ”

This was succeeded in the first Mitre by a column known
as "Arts Jottings”, which lasted for a good many years,
finally breaking up however, into disjointed sections. These
sections, which were under such various titles as Freshette
Notes, Divinity Notes, and Co-ed Notes were finally re
united again only in 1934 under the heading "News and
Notes”. Three years later one J. D. Carmichael brought
the column into its present form, and in 1938 the depart
ment assumed the title which it now bears. Accordingly,
at the outset, let us hasten to say that we desire in no way
to change the temper of this column. Its purpose will undoubtably be made all too clear to you should you by any
accident read further. Let us add only this, that should we
at any time do anyone an injustice please bear with us for
injury of any sort would, we assure you, be accidental.
Actually it was with amazing suddenness that the uni
versity got under way for the 1943-44 academic year.
Those of us who were accustomed to the pre-war rabble
rousing days that formerly preceded the first morning of
lectures, were gravely disappointed at the quiet way in
which the college ushered in the new term. The seniors, as
usual arrived early and propped up their newly papered
rooms. Meanwhile, however, there had been no sign of the
Freshman. It had been rumoured that several had been seen
around the university, but these only at a distance, while
other reports had it that strange noises could be heard in
the corridors at early hours of the morning. However, as
the opening day grew closer these reports were still uncon
firmed and the Seniors, in desperation, carried their own
trunks up the stairs. A t this stage two individuals em-

barked on an enterprise which was to continue for two
weeks and which only ended when one of the combination,
already sadly in need of a haircut, found himself without
substantial pecuniary resources, and decided that it was
about time he went to 7 o’clock mail anyway. Late on the
afternoon before lectures, however, the sudden news that
several freshmen had been located at a garden party on the
prin’s front lawn was broadcast throughout the college.
This immediately created a furor among the lonely seniors
who rushed out to observe their successors, which persons
proved to be the most studious group of individuals imagin
able. This was again born out by the principal, who, in his
inaugural address praised the "Frosh” very highly, and after
duly welcoming them to the University proceeded to in
form the seniors that these students undoubtedly had the
highest scholastic standing that the College had enrolled
for many years. At this point a freshette appeared and
several of the upperclassmen who had been hoping to en
snare one of these lonely unprotected girls rushed from the
room gibbering in ugly contemplation of his fate. This
group was immediately followed by a somewhat smaller
group of individuals with a "keep-what-you-can” look who
besieged the phone for no less than half an hour in an en
deavour to make dates with their last year’s steadies. A
third group, however, stricken immovable by the appear
ance of the aforementioned specimen, were well rewarded
as a few minutes later the rest of the freshette class entered
and were found to be, to all intents and purposes, more
than satisfactory.
The first big social event of the season, some of the
earlier ones being unprintable, was the Freshman Introduc
tion Dance. As usual it was held in the gymnasium which
several of the more ambitious students managed to throw
into a state of decoration before 8 o’clock on this sad night.
Indeed, several days previous to the great occasion there
had appeared on the campus one quite anonymous character
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first called the "streamer” because of the long strips of fes
tive paper which were continually hanging about his being,
and somewhat later the "Extension” for a very obvous rea
son. At the same time a certain group of females were
reported to be gathering daily in the New Arts, and paint
ing themselves up like Indian squaws. However, as this had
been going on for several days and no papooses had yet ap
peared it was decided to look into the matter more carefully,
whereupon it was found out that those bright green and
black tints which had been taking the place of the more
conservative cosmetics were the result of a brave effort on
the part of these girls to paint caricatures of certain pro
fessors. The finished products, indeed, were all to amusing
but were nevertheless hung around the walls in an attempt
to improve on the bricks. Finally, however, after the sen
iors had decorated the gym, given the freshmen complimen
tary tickets and coughed up to the tune of $1 apiece, Giz
Gagnon, his uncles and one distant cousin arrived carrying
a base drum and three sweet potatoes, and the dance was
away to a stumbling start. Three sets went by and most
of us were beginning to look forward to a pleasant evening
with somebody else’s girl friend when it happened. From
out of nowhere came a high-pitched voice, which quavered
a good deal, and panting slightly, told a joke. This joke was
followed by an awed silence and the click of the loud
speaker which we had located in the rafters. However, this
was not to be the last of "The Extension” who we soon
learned, had, after several vain attempts to draft some other
member of the student body, been forced to nominate him
self master of ceremonies. At last intermission arrived and
the comely damsels retired upstairs to collapse in the pow
der room while the gentlemen, having removed their shoes,
lit up a cigar to ease the situation. The freshmen initiation,
which is the star attraction of the evening, was then an
nounced. This consisted mainly of two events. The first
was a race between four motherly Freshettes to feed to their
equally babylike Freshmen sons the contents of one infant’s
bottle— complete with nipple. At the word "go” the young
boys climbed up on their mothers laps and with panting
and frustrated gurgles the race was on. However, due to
the fact that the boys were long out of practice, the milk
was disappearing none too fast. To alleviate this it was
agreed to run the last half of the race under Wellington
rules whereupon one Freddy D., having blown off some in
visible froth downed the contents "bottoms up”, and was
declared champion. The second attraction was a fashion
show in which the freshmen with many graceful motions
modeled an over abundance of ladies hats. These creations,
usually reserved for Sunday church or afternoon tea pro
voked no end of laughter among the observant females who

failed to realize that this was probably the closest they
would ever get to a man’s point of view. Finally, however,
after all the hats had been duly displayed and peace again
restored somebody changed the clothes on the line over the
faculty corner and Gordie Dickson, sporting a rather unbe
lievable piece of felt, eliminated the M.C., who was wearing
a lampshade, and was declared the winner. At this point
an egg was found in the middle of the dance floor but since
it could not accurately be determined which hat had done
it, it was given to Jim Dewhurst for his exploitation of "A
bicycle built for two”, and the dance went on until 12.15
at which time the ladies picking up their skirts waited for
the men to put their shoes back on and several taxies liter
ally bursting with an over-abundance of humanity could
be seen leaving for parts unknown.
Two university organizations which do not usually
function to any major extent during the Michaelmus term
have already got off to a good start for the year and in the
subsequent months we should be hearing a good deal from
them. The first of these groups may be seen any Monday
night in the anti-dining room, where, having shut all the
doors and grouped themselves to gether around a somewhat
battered but nevertheless adequate piano they proceed to
exercise their vocal chords with some musical calisthenics
which range through several octaves. This year the Glee
Club is in charge of Father Scott, who, after a pre-season
conference with Dorothy Stafford, Elizabeth MacDonald
and Gill Goddard, announced that due to the lack of trained
vocalists at the college this year the club would concentrate
on somewhat simpler and more popular songs, which, it is
hoped, may actually help to popularize the club. The sec
ond organization consists of a group of individuals some
times known as the "first-pounders” . This group, which is
not necessarily made up of singers, is generally noted for
its ability to drone on for several hundred words to the
accompaniment of sharp beats on a rostrum. We refer of
course to those worthy people who by grace of their ability
to stand on two feet, are allowed to call themselves debaters.
However, in spite of the small number of students debating
is carrying on with good results and a full program, includ
ing quizes and discussions as well as outside lectures has
been planned. At the time of printing the first of the three
Skinner debates, which are the big debates of the season
between the Arts and Divinity Faculty, are still in the of
fing. Again, perhaps some of you will remember that due
to lack of material two years ago, Bishop’s retired from the
inter-university debating league. This year, however, it is
felt that it might be possible to re-enter the league and as
a result a representative has been sent to Hamilton in order
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to attend a conference at which the possibility of continu
ing inter-university debates was discussed. Unfortunately,
no report has yet been issued as to the results but those who
follow debating closely hope to hear more details in the
near future.
We pause at this point to remind all those who read the
short note at the beginning of this department that if they
regret their decision to read on they may now skip the re
maining portion without hurting our feelings in the least.
And so having filled up our glass again and we order an
other sandwich and push on.
In mid-October a small tea dance was held following
the annual university track meet. The dance got under
way about 5.30 p.m. in the gymnasium, the music being
supplied by the famous "I don’t know how it goes but it
does” common room semi-portable (when two Freshmen
are available) gramaphone. In spite of the fact that the
only records available were in such a sad state of decay that
"Stardust” was mistaken for "Put that Pistol down”, the
gang really pitched in and made the affair a howling suc
cess, said howling being done mainly by the feet of most
of the athletes, who had been, during the afternoon, gal
lantly running all over the football field. Unfortunately
most of these athletes were so tuckered out that after a few
dances they collapsed on the nearest chair. McEwen and
Watt, the standby’s for the "Frosh” during the afternoon’s
events having found themselves a cosy nook wherein to rest
any of their remaining bones were particularly noticable for
their loud snores, to which accompaniment embarrassingly
enough, one rather engaged couple found themselves danc
ing. At this point it was decided that some tonic ought to
be administered to aid the track contenders and cookies and
milk were served. This caused no end of confusion among
the F. B.s who scarcely remembered this white liquid, but
they drank up all the same and in order that their reputa
tion might be retained they arranged to leave the hall
slightly inebriated and mooing contentedly.
At the time of writing it is all too apparent that due to
the illness of Dr. Rothney, that the Education Course at
Bishop’s will be suspended for the 1943-44 academic year.
It is expected that most of the class will, by special arrange
ment, continue their studies at McGill University where
they will, we are sure, hold up Bishop’s fine reputation for
producing teachers which are second to none. However,
that they will miss the excellent guidance of Dr. Rothney
as well as the U.B.C. spirit is all too clear to these students
who leave us now with our best wishes for health and
happiness.
On the other side of the ledger, we are glad to welcome
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back, temporarily at least, Major Church, Officer Com
manding of the U.B.C. C.O.T.C. Shortly before college
opened Major Church left for the maritimes to take a course
in s h ------ (censored). In his absence Major E. G. Law
rence did a fine job of organizing and equipping the O.T.C.
for the coming year and upon his departure he turned over
to the returned C. O. a unit that had already participated
in two important parades and that was certainly in fine
shape for the extensive work that the Major is planning.
On November the sixth there came to the college a new
personage by the name of "Lady Pseudo”. A new and more
stately character than her predecessor this noble woman
was of upright character and shining countenance. Never
theless, in spite of the fact that she did not boast about it,
a good deal of tradition marked her sayings and doings. In
honour of her coming it was decided by the Women’s
Council to hold a Pseudo Leap Year dance. This was heart
ily welcomed by all the male students and long saved up
for by their female companions. In spite of the fact that
the Pseudo Leap Year dance was such as to (a) complicate
poster making, (b) cause no end of confusion among the
more moronic students who spent days searching for the
library in order to determine the true meaning and deriva
tion of the word, and (c) obliviate the chance of the more
comely date-maker, who, in many cases, succeeded in over
emphasising the first syllable of "pseudo” and received an
emphatic no from her bespattered prey, . . . well in spite
of all this the dance proved to be a great success and a
noticable milestone on the "Return Date Road”. The eve
ning itself started only after the boys had applied a last
dab of after shave lotion and kept the girls waiting a suit
able time. Slowly then the expectant males descended the
stairs vainly hoping that this blind date would prove better
than the last. Several minutes later however, willing and
moaning accompanied, in the more disappointing cases, by
desperate shrieks, was heard coming from the quad. Here
upon several of the more bashful wolves who were still
waiting the arrival of their escorts peered out the window
only to see their sadly delapidated companions being led on
ropes towards the gym. Finally however, the party got
under way lit by apple-based candle sticks, and in some
other cases, even more base material. . . . To say the least
the dance was a field day for the women, and a revelation
for the men. One couple, sadly in need of a Bromo drifted
in quite late but was soon swallowed up in the enshrouding
gloom. At this point however, somebody suggested a conga
and a line was immediately formed. Unfortunately, how
ever, the participants seemed to have less South American
and more Indian blood in them which finally resulted in
what might be described as a Mexican version of a pow-
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wow. Suddenly, however, the evening was over as fast as
it had come and the couples left in search of further
amusement.
And now in closing here are a few odd items of interest
that are too short to donate a paragraph to, but, on the
other hand, deserve just recognition. For instance, it has
been reported lately that the fire escape over at Divinity
House has come into constant use lately. The shed’s board
ers being very honest, however, report that should they at
any time use said method of entering the building, they
immediately go down stairs and sign the register . . .
whether this is true or not we don’t know but one of the
Professors was heard to say that as much as he would like
to, it would be an insult to take this iron structure away
. . . although steady couples have diminished around the
college somewhat this year at least one new addition to the
ranks is apparent in the constant company that Aida and
John are keeping . . . Does that Westmount stuff appeal to
you John? . . . From Beaudry we learn that the Sherbrooke
lads aren’t letting the grass grow under their feet . . .
"Pash” Gagnon, for instance has reportedly been keeping
several young ladies on their toes lately . . . on the other
hand Hovey has given up basketball because he says that
the game is interfering with his studies, well we’re not sure
but we have an idea that it isn’t basketball which is jeopar
dizing his physics exams . . . a famous book which is kept
by the night watchman and often referred to by the fac
ulty has lately seen the addition of a new name . . . it all
started after the introduction dance when Mac was heard
to say . . . You know boys . . . I’m definitely interested
. . . well since then we wouldn’t be afraid to guess that the
council office has given away to heather . . . Bowling of
course is under way again and in spite of the many univer
sity students who have no idea what a duck pin looks like
we still have the oldtimers like Lydia who can bowl one
ball and make a strike at both ends. . . . from what we
hear from various sources that philosophy course must be
really something . . . for instance one rather aesthetic chap
who lives on the top floor Old Arts now claims he has a
psychological answer for everything . . . this undoubtedly
should phase a certain girl with whom he’s been seen rather
constantly lately were it not for the fact that she’s taking
the same course too . . . at any rate, in spite of all their
knowledge, the course hasn’t helped either of the abovementioned to get a haircut . . . "Pres” has lately reported
th at he is through with going steady for a while . . . don’t
worry Carr she won’t be worried as long as there are air
force men around . . . On the other hand look out Fresh
ettes for when this P. C. boy is on the loose you never
know . . . he might start collecting other things than rec
ords . . . more advice to Freshettes . , , take a good look
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around before you choose . . . every time we look around
nowadays we find somebody else walking up the aisle . . .
G. G. has been alternating so much between N orth Hatley
and Montreal lately that his textbooks are becoming rather
dusty . . . We also wonder why Gil had to wait until third
year to take up biology and then drag Pat the Apostle in
with him . . . On the other hand rumours of our other
Pat’s doings in Montreal keep filtering in from time to time
with the result that we are beginning to wonder if this wolf
has really settled down after all . . . The coveralls which
the army has just issued are really something . . . after
seeing them some of us are toying with the idea of becom
ing a garage mechanic . . . a few sad individuals were a
bit late in getting theirs and had to be content with an
oversize . . . one of the smaller fellows is reportedly still
trying to find his way out . . . in case G. B. reads this,
"P ut that Pistol down” . . . Definition: Collegebred — a
three-year loaf made of father’s dough, . . . we notice lately
that Pinky and protege really have Petunia well organized
this year . . . during the last summer Shawinigan, and
thereabouts was apparently the scene of a lot of happy get-togethers
for Scarth and "Black Magic” . . . we wonder
if this could have been instrumental in persuading John to
come back to college this year . . . Heard after the blood
donor clinic — positive — negative — positive— negative—
positive— negative — so my name’s Roy — so what ? ? ?
. . . Herb and Gordie are really making a name for them
selves . . . rumours, however, that they came to Bishop’s
to get away from a reputation are as yet unconfirmed . . .
" I t ’s down — It’s up” was the song Mac was singing at
the F. B. meeting this year . . . Liz is gradually putting
Courey’s out of business, or so we hear from that set, ap
parently, however, only split lables, the odd cork and
Gagnon are admitted after 2 p.m. . . . The Compton
dance was quite an affair or so we hear from various cynical
characters who tell us that they were rivalled by a 6 'l '
wonder who tipped the age scales at 11 . . . with such
competition the freshmen must have been in their glory
. . . well for those who want any more gossip, drop in on
the Red Cross gatherings which the girls have weekly in
Lennoxville . . . in case you fellows really want to get the
lowdown on how the female mind works, disguise yourself
as a bandage and drop in . . . and so with the little re
minder that it’s not the cough that carries you off, but it’s
the coffin they carry you off in, we close the column for
a short while. We hope that it won’t develop into too
long a while, but should there by any chance be a murder
please drop a line to us c /o Satan, and post it at the nearest
fire box. We will send you by return mail a lump of coal
and a three-pronged fork so that you too can practise being
a devil. In the meantime, exams are coming up and we
must turn Our minds to more important things.
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Drama -O n the Bus
We humbly dedicate this melodrama to all our "friends”
who accompany us each morning, bright and early, on our
most perilous journey to the charming, bucolic town of
Lennoxville.
The scene takes place in a romantic (?) antique, orange
bus. The seats are "holy”, the springs don’t work. On
them sit the brains of Sherbrooke— those angelic youths and
maidens who partake of higher education— to become the
leaders of Canada. (Poor Canada!)
Any resemblance between any persons living or dead is
definitely not coincidental.
Bang! Bang! (this is the approaching bus.)
Bea-udry (eyes shut tig h t)— Is that you Gagnon?
Gagnon— (just a groan).
Beaudry— (Opening one eye and in an accusing voice)
You combed your hair!
Buchanan— I resent the fact—mine isn’t combed.
Edith (with usual dreamy expression)— Gosh you’re
cute, Paul. (This may mean either.)
O f course Beaudry answers— Thank you, Edith. You
don’t look so bad yourself.
Bryant (laughing as usual and waking everyone up—
She’s a little touched— special by J. M .)— Hey, kids, look
at the spark plugs on the road. Amazing— I wonder how
they got there!
Waldman—The engine, you stupe! Today is the day we
take off.
N.B.—The bus has been trying to perform this feat
since September 17. As yet success has not been achieved.
We hold our seats in breathless anticipation.
A little clatter is heard—Gilles Roy is on the floor.
Roy— Who woke me up? I’ve had my morning exercise
— my usual run.
Lipstickless Betty, the parson’s daughter now makes a
dramatic entrance.
Betty— Now, where’s my bus ticket? I had it in my
purse when I got on. (Hauling junk out of said purse) Cig
arettes, lipstick, pyjamas, matches, five cents! letter (ecsta
tic sigh — ), a bottle (you guess what’s in it), a piece of

MILNE and B R Y A N T
the glasses. Kennedy! Our moment of excitement is over.
Brodeur retakes his usual prone position. Yawns gently.
"Life is such a bore”.
Peggy (jumping up and down on her sea t)— We’re
coming in. We’re coming in.
Girardin— Do’-ont bee opteemeesteec.
Bcrthiaume sits in grim silence.
A beautiful girl goes by— Echenberg is no longer with
us. Six brave girls are stemming the riot.
Frances— Won’t be able to attend lectures this morn
ing. He sure got me out of condition last night.
McDonough (dimples and all)— Gosh, I’m tired.
Beaudry (rolling those great big, beautiful eyes)—Cherchez la femme.
Stewart— Some "femme” !
Gagnon descriptively waving his hands in the appro
priate gestures. "N o one but Kay Kirkpatrick has a form
like that. Where’s Largy?
Betty— My bus ticket! My bus ticket!
The bus now arrives in front of the modern post office.
All ’’gentlemen” remain seated as her highness sweeps
down the aisle. (She has them well trained!—E.B.)
Jackson, making a frantic grab for her collar, goes
through the window. "Milne, come back here!”
Who always wins—Milne!

18 6 3

WILSON’S

19 4 3

j Furniture for the Home
j

Pianos, R.C.A. Victor Radios, Frigidaire,
Victor and Bluebird Records, Music
Easy Washing Machines, Gurney Stoves
New Home Sewing Machines

toast . . .

Hovey (snoring gently)—Jeanie, my Jeanie.
Vineberg—Literally speaking— the state of infatuation
is below the intellect of a college student. It is psychologi
cal. Mind over matter. (This may last indefinitely accord
ing to the state of sleepiness of the audience.)
Putt! Putt! Putt! A streak flashes by. Cap pulled low.
Brow furrowed; glasses half a mile behind. Curphy with

H. C. Wilson & Sons Ltd. j
37 W e l l in g t o n St . N.

Sh e r b r o o k e , Q ue .
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W ith Due Respect to M r. Saroyan
My name is William Annoyin. I am a man of extraor
dinary intelligence and ability, as anyone who knows me
will tell you (And everyone who is anyone knows me).
I am also, by heredity, a Dalmation. My father and mother
and brothers and sisters are Dalmatians. Even my dog is a
Dalmation. Many years ago we all came from Dalmatia.
It was this country’s good fortune that my family decided
to migrate to the New World, because now I can bless
America with my genius. If I had stayed in Dalmatia I
would have been a renowned Dalmation, but I am in Amer
ica, so I am a renowned American.
This article is a short resumee of my life. People are
fond of books, magazines and newspapers because they are
interesting. They like to read interesting writing, they
enjoy it. The only story more interesting than a story about
William Annoyin is one about Mr. Annoyin written by
himself. I am William Annoyin so I am writing this and
everyone will read it and enjoy it because I wrote it.
To begin with I was a remarkable child. Not a child
prodigy, but an infant of great resource, foresight and
worldly knowledge. For example, if, as a baby, I had been
set adrift in a basket, like the child Moses was, I would not
have waited patiently for the Pharoah’s daughter to come
and find me. No, I would have hoisted my diaper as a sail,
using a bulrush as the mast, and sailed down the Nile to
distant lands where I would have raised an army strong
enough to throw the Pharoahs and all the Egyptians out of
Egypt. But I was never put in a basket to shift for myself.
I almost was but my father was stopped before he could
carry out his intentions.
When I was five years old I could drive a scooter faster
than any boy on our block. I wanted to drive faster than
anyone else, so I did. I only had one serious accident. I hit
a wall. I was going at a terrific speed when the wall loomed
up in front of me. I could have slowed up or swerved
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around it but I didn’t want to. I hit it, with disastrous
results, but I hadn’t swerved or slowed up and I’m glad
that I hadn’t. The accident strengthened my character.
Now, when any obstacle stands in my path, I remember the
wall. I go up to the obstacle and batter it down, or, if I
don’t (not can’t— W. Annoyin never says can’t) batter it
down I go around it.
While going to high school I worked as a messenger boy
in my spare time. I delivered singing telegrams. It was my
ambition to deliver singing telegrams faster than any of the
other boys— and of course I did. I could deliver a singing
telegram so quickly that whenever anyone in Ureca (th at’s
where we lived) wanted to send a belated greeting they
would ask that I deliver it. I would get it to its destination
in time even if it was a day late. I knew every short cut in
town and I always ignored traffic lights and speed laws. I
had a reputation to uphold.
Recently I decided to write a best seller (anyone of any
importance always writes a best seller) and so I wrote a
best seller and naturally it sold better than any other best
seller. I cannot say that my book exceeded my expectations
because I didn’t expect any but the best sort of writing to
come from my pen. I have chosen a literary career not
particularly because I excel in that field. I may as well be
a successful writer as a success at anything else. Naturally
I would rise to the top in any profession I decided to follow.
I am not bragging, I am just saying this because it is so. So
it is.
My life has been interesting and varied to such an ex
tent that I could write a whole book about it. I think I
shall, but not now because I don’t want to now. Instead
of going on until this autobiography is book length I shall
finish it immediately, with a surprise ending. The end.
It is finished. Are you surprised? Naturally— I meant
you to be.
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H ey I I Caught A Fish !
In case you have never heard of a fish, except that
friend of yours the poor fish, I will try to give you a de
scription of it. Before I start I would like to emphasize one
point. A fish is made purely for the pleasure of extracting
bones which get stuck in your throat. I’m going to empha
size this bone business because I consider it important. (To
what I decline to say.) Fish are long or short, sometimes
they are even medium. The ones caught are always long
but they make up for it by extremely small girth. Then,
of course, fish are high, lots of times as high as they are
long and sometimes even higher if they have been left in
the sun for a few hours. Then, of course, as fish are three
dimensional (they must be or they wouldn’t be fish) they
have width. This width is caused by bones. Fish have dif
ferent names but that is only to help we humans out.
For instance, a guy with long arms can stretch them
way out and say he caught a pike, while a short fellow who
can’t stretch his arms as far can boast of the sunfish he
caught. The sunfish, on account of his girth, could say (If
he could talk, which I doubt) that he had the same volume
as a pike. Personally I’d rather have the smaller fish, you
don’t get as many bones that way. Before getting onto a
more detailed description let me point out that a fish is a
fish; don’t let anybody kid you on that point. It has a head
at one end and a tail at the other (which end you take first
makes a whale of a difference), the intervening space being
filled with bones. This also includes mermaids, who, we all
know, have something more than bones holding head and tail
together, but as she is a sea-water creature and not a fresh
water one we won’t discuss her any more (it might be
come embarrassing). To get back to fish, it has two eyes
which never change their expression, at least not when
you’re looking. Maybe a she-fish could make a he-fish
change expression. This brings up the question of sex of
fish. There are she-fish and he-fish and a fish which is
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neither he nor she. This brings up an interesting problem:
Could a he-fish or a she-fish go out with a neutral fish?
Maybe you can figure it out, I can’t. Fish also have gills
with which they breathe. We also have gills but they are
only used when we wish to get full to them. This should
give you a good idea of what a fish looks like especially as
it is filled with bones.
There are different ways of catching a fish, and each
way can be subdivided. (It gets rather involved, so I won’t
go into all the ways.) The most common way is using fish
line either trolling, still fishing, plug casting or fly fishing.
In trolling you let the line out from the side of the boat
while someone rows until you drag the bottom for seaweed.
Then you haul up the line, remove weeds and repeat the
process. Sometimes you catch a fish but if you do you’re
cheating. In still fishing you can either sit on shore or in a
stationary boat, then let out your line and wait until the
gremlins remove bait. During the interval you can go to
sleep or not, as you see fit (If you aren’t fit you’d better
sleep, you probably need it). Plug casting needs a special
rod. You swing the rod like a baseball bat and let sail for
nearest tree. If no tree is handy it is usually better to have
a badslash, it’s more fun untangling. Fly fishing is an art
in itself; again you need a special rod with which you flick
imitation flies onto the water, much to the amusement of
the fish. There are two kinds of flies, wet flies and dry flies.
One day I’m going to invent a half-wet flly or maybe even
a half-dry fly, I don’t know which yet.
So far nothing has been said on bait. Again, there are
two kinds, first the bait fish like and secondly, the baits fish
don’t like. The ones which they like are usually the most
satisfactory though I may be biased as I’ve never caught
any on the other kind yet.
And so, before I run down to the fish market for moth
er, I want to say . . . happy fishing!
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MITCHELL & CO. Limited
SPORTING
HEADQUARTERS
BADMINTON

- HOCKEY

- RUGBY
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GOLF

- TENNIS - FISHING
H UNTING

Bishop’s, on the other hand, being a smaller university has
been more drastically hit by the lack of student enrolment
than the larger universities. However, the question has been
raised as to whether this is entirely due to the war. On one
side of the ledger we have the fact that this university
concentrates more fully on O.T.C. training than other uni
versities, and that time for sports is accordingly curtailed.

GLASS
CHINAW ARE
CROCKERY
Shelf and Heavy Hardware
Coal, Coke and Fuel Oil
78-80 WELLINGTON STREET NORTH
SHERBROOKE, QUE.

Two years ago the Intercollegiate Athletic Union was
absolved. The duty of this association was the direction of
all intercollegiate sports with the exception of rugby for
which a branch of the association operated separately. The
disbanding of this organization was due to the fact that for
the duration of the war it was decided that there were to
be no intercollegiate sports. This naturally had its effect on
Bishop’s which, along with the rest of the universities,
immediately turned its attentions to the C. O. T. C. and
inter-mural activities. Accordingly the long fought con
tests with McGill and Loyola were postponed until after
the bigger fight was over. However, college teams did con
tinue to enter into minor local leagues due to the fact that
the college boys could not entirely suppress their inherent
desire for competing with outside teams. This competition
increased until at last we find that in spite of the fact that
McGill and Western, as well as Queen’s, no longer play
intercollegiate football and hockey, that they have entered
squads in servicemen’s league which are comparable in im
portance and ability to the teams that were playing in the
pre-war inter-university games. In short, if these univer
sities are still capable of entering these teams in such impor
tant leagues, why not swing back to intercollegiate sports?

This was aptly demonstrated in the fall of 1941 when the
university undertook to have a football team, even when
this team was forced to practice at 7 a.m. Well it turned
out that the university had the talent but not the time and
the team was disolved. Again, the view has been expressed
that Bishop’s no longer has the material to put out players
of intercollegiate calibre. Admitting this, however, it is es
sential to examine the situation. The first and foremost
reason is the lack of student enrolment. Again, let us look
behind this fact and we will discover that the lack of en
rolment is due not only to wartime conditions but also to
the fact that Bishop’s no longer offers much in the way of
athletic activities to the high school graduate. The fact
th at Bishop’s no longer goes in for major sports is scaring
away our prospective talent. It is essential to realize that
to the high school graduate, athletics are still very impor
tant. He has not come to the stage, as yet, where other
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A. R O Y & K. FARQU HARSON
activities are assuming the number one position on his
agenda. Accordingly when he thinks of going to a univer
sity he chooses one that he hopes will offer him the best
opportunity to develop his particular sporting skill. Of
course it must be admitted that sports are not the only
factor that influence the choice of university but it cannot
be denied that often the final decision, all factors having
been taken into consideration, may rest in the sporting field.
Right now Bishop’s has no sporting field to attract these
youths—nor does it appear likely that she will in the near
future. Accordingly, we are looking forward to the day
when this university, like most other up to date universities,
will have a permanent physical instructor who will help
the students supplement their academic work by welldirected sports.
RUGBY
Earlier this year, however, in an attempt to uphold the
Bishop’s tradition of thrashing Sherbrooke High, sufficient
interest was aroused to organize a football game with our
old rivals. With one backfield practice, and no line prac
tices, we marched out with high hopes of springing some
of last year’s surprises.
Despite the loss of Bud Manning, who was taken out of
the game with a broken nose in the second quarter, the
U. B. C. men were in there fighting hard to the end of the
game. Several times their powerful bucking carried them
down the field into scoring position, but the speedy Sher
brooke High boys overcame all but two of these threats.
For most of their yardage gains the heavy Bishop’s team
relied on strong bucking and long passes thrown by Far
quharson. One of these brought them into position for
their first touchdown. They also repeatedly used a rowboat
play in which the rest of the backfield, running interfer
ence for either Farquharson or Scarth, ploughed through
their lighter opponents.
Macdonald and Farquharson did trojan work for the
losers, the former bucking the ball past Sherbrooke High’s
goal line twice to get both the College team’s touchdowns
and the latter, who acted, as captain, setting up most of
the plays.
The game got underway with Brodeur kicking off for
U.B.C. Pye received the ball and ran it up to his own 40yard line. On Sherbrooke’s second down, Fiddler took the
ball and carried it as far as Bishop’s 20-yard line on an end
run play. Budning then kicked, Bishop’s failed to carry
the ball over its own goal line, and S. H. S. earned a rouge
making the score 1-0. Bishop’s lost the ball to the High
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School on successive downs. An end run by Saunders
brought the play to the University 10-yard line and Fid
dler took around the end for Sherbrooke’s first touchdown.
Budning converted, jacking the score to 7-0 for S. H. S.
Macdonald received Budning’s kickoff but was nailed on
his own twenty before he could get going. The University
lads then started an attack, spearheaded by the bucking of
Macdonald and Scarth which brought them to Sherbrooke’s
13-yard line, at the end of the first quarter. A forward pass
thrown by Farquharson to Schofield netted U.B.C. about
twenty yards.
Opening the second quarter with a bang, Macdonald
bucked the ball over for a touchdown, but Brodeur failed
to convert the point. H unting caught Brodeur’s kick on
his own 25-yard line and ran the ball up 50 yards before
Hovey nailed him with a neat tackle. The Sherbrooke boys
started to drive, sparked by Fiddler’s end run which ended
with Pye plunging across for the touch. Budning’s at
tempted convert was unsuccessful. Budning kicked off,
Carr caught the ball, but was thrown on his own 3 5-yard
line. The U.B.C. men began a march down the field and
their strong bucking brought them into scoring position.
But the Sherbrooke team rallied, and reversed the tables,
carrying the pigskin almost the whole length of the field to
the University 10. A buck by Waldie followed by Bud
ning’s end run over the line earned S. H. S. another touch
down. Budning converted and the first half ended with
Sherbrooke leading 18-5.
The second half opened with Brodeur’s kickoff, being
taken by Pye who ran it up to his own 40. Sherbrooke lost
the ball to Bishop’s on successive downs. U.B.C., on their
first down, tried an end run with Dickson carrying the ball,
gaining yards and following up with a plunge for another
down. Sherbrooke tightened up and spoiled a forward pass
by Farquharson, to regain the ball.
End runs brought Sherbrooke up to the Bishop’s 10yard line and in position for another touchdown. Pye
plunged through in a fake end run to go over the line for
the locals fourth major. Budning’s convert made the score
24-5. Both sides battle to advance their scores, but the play
remained deadlocked for the second quarter.
Bishop’s came out strong in the last quarter, Burton,
Scarth and Dickson repeatedly plunging for yards. Macdon
ald and Farquharson took over the brunt of the attack and
Macdonald, finally through a hole in the Sherbrooke line,
ran for his second touchdown. The convert failed. Bishop’s
tried another powerful bucking attack and threatened the
S.H.S. team with only five minutes to go. But the younger
boys tghtened up, and prevented the heavier Bishop’s lads
from plungng through from the Sherbrooke 5-yard line.
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W ith only seconds to go, the High School regained the ball
and H unting broke away to carry the ball up to his own
20. The game ended 24-10 in favour of Sherbrooke High.
S. H. S.
U. B. C.
Martin
Brodeur
End
(t
Bascom
Schofield
Boduch
Middle
Beaudry
c
c
Waldy
Roy
Connor
Inside
Manning
tt
Cathcart
McNaughton
Roberts
Snap
Gagnon
Quarter
Fountain
Farquharson
Fiddler
Half
Carr
«
Budning
Burton
tt
Hunting
Macdonald
tt
Pye
Scarth
U.B.C.— Subs: Hovey, Beatie, Dickson, Whalen, Possman
S.H.S.— Subs: Stewart, Royal Stewart, Drake, Saunders,
Roberts, Jackson.
TRACK
In their annual Senior vs. Freshman track meet at the
University of Bishop’s College on Saturday, October 19,
the Seniors handily defeated the Freshmen by the score of
52-38 points. McEwen and W att, the mainstays of the
Frosh team, accounted for 26 of the 38 points. The former
led the field home in all the events in which he ran, winning
the 100, 200, and the 440-yard dashes easily. However, the
combined efforts of the seniors, highlighted by Schofield
coming in first in the mile run and the broad jump, and
Brodeur’s high jumping, was sufficient to put them far in
the lead.
Senior strong men, Jackson and Manning garnered 10
points for their side by taking highest honours in the shot
put and discus, respectfully, and a senior team won the
880-yard relay.
Highest aggregate was obtained by McEwen with a
score of fifteen points while Schofield and W att were sec
ond and third, with ten and nine points each.
The events and winners were as follows:
100 yards— 1, McEwen (Frosh); 2, Bown (Senior); 3, Bro
deur (Senior).
220 yards— 1, McEwen (Frosh); 2, Whalen (Frosh); 3,
Bown (Senior).
440 yards— 1, McEwen (Frosh); 2, W att, (Frosh); 3,
Scarth (Senior).
880 yards— 1, W att (Frosh); 2, Patterson (Senior); 3,
Roy (Senior).
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1 mile— 1, Schofield (Sr.); 2, W att (F r.); 3, Farquharson
(Sr.).
880-yd. Relay— 1, Seniors: Buchanan, Carr, McCredie,
Bown.
High jump— 1, Brodeur (Sr.); 2, Goddard (Sr.); 3, Fairbairn (Fr.).
Broad jump— 1, Schofield (Sr.); 2, W att (Fr.); 3, God
dard (Sr.)
Shot put— 1, Jackson (Sr.); 2, Burton (F r.); 3, Scarth
(Senior).
Discus— 1, Manning (Sr.); 2, Burton (Fr.); 3, Jackson
(Senior).
PING PONG
A new sport around Bishop’s this year is ping pong.
Early in the year there came an offer to the college to enter
into a local Townships ping pong league. This led to some
rather hot discussion as to whether the ping pong table,
long disused because of its location in a rather small room
in the New Arts should not be brought out and placed in
the common room. There were two main objections to this,
the first being that it was thought that hard shoes would
harm the common room floor. This was overcome by in
sisting that only soft soled shoes be used. Suddenly, it was
thought that the noise caused by players might disturb the
students on the second floor Old Arts but trial proved that
this was not the case. However, the university was still
without a team. Finally it was decided that a team should
be formed under the direction of Jim Hoddard, who com
ing to the university this year from the famed Durham
University in England had already proved himself indeed a
master of the art of table tennis. To obtain his team Jim
ran an elimination tournament and eight men were selected.
Later however this selection was reduced to six so that the
slashing seven consisted of the above-mentioned captain and
Scarth, Gagnon, Stewart, Beaudry and Wood. These men
immediately practised up and the team was officially entered
into the 11-team league that had been formed. For the first
few weeks everything went smoothly with Bishop’s coming
out well on top. However, lately some difficulty has arisen
due to the fact that the team, which was accustomed to
play on Monday nights is being interfered with by basket
ball and the N.C.O. course. Indeed there are even rumours
that because of these other activities Bishop’s may be forced
to drop from the league. On top of this there is the fact
that ping pong balls are becoming increasingly difficult to
obtain. We hope however that it will not be necessary to
drop out because judging from the number of games being
played through the weeks that the table has been in the
common room, it is apparent that ping pong is not only
providing a new recreational activity, but that by the end
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of the year many of our now mediocre players will develop
into first-class material for the team.
BOWLING
Another of the so-called minor athletics this year is
bowling. Due to the fine work of Ken Jackson who is keep
ing the college on its feet as far as sports are concerned,
bowling was started last year. That this was an excellent
move was immediately apparent from the enthusiasm with
which the sport was greeted. Accordingly again this year
the league, consisting of 9 teams, has been organized. These
teams bowl every Friday night at the Y.W.C.A. where the
expense account for the use of the alleys is being payed by
both the boys’ and the girls’ student associations. This
unfortunately is rather a drain on the funds of the girls’
student association who are planning to finance a very full
basketball league this year. However as things stand now
27 out of the 28 girls are taking part in the bowling league
which makes it apparent enough that the money being
spent on this activity is certainly providing enjoyment for
9 5% of the girls’ student body which is after all as it should
be. The teams by no means claim to be expert but that the
selection of personnel for teams is purely a matter of divid
ing up the large group that wish to bowl. In the near
future, however, it might be possible to select a group of
the better bowlers, which will no doubt include Lila Pharo,
Paul Beaudry and Paul Gagnon, to represent the college
against some similar outside organization.
O f the two major sports in the university, basketball
and hockey, it became apparent this year that most of our
limited material was more suited to the gym floor than to
the ice. Accordingly, since there was no football, it was
decided to get under way immediately and the service of
Ozzie Clarke as coach were secured. The hoopsters began
practising, however, even before the new coach was avail
able. A pre-season game saw the New Arts aggregation
bow to the Old Arts reprobates in a game that was badly
handled by the team’s manager, Phil Wood, and which ac
tually went into an unlawful 10-minute overtime to deter
mine the winners. More important, however, was the fact
that the small crowd who was on hand saw on the floor
material for a small but alert squad to represent the college
this year. Bishop’s teams have always been handicapped by
the fact that they never start their league games until Jan
uary, due to exams, which results in the fact that they have
to get in shape very fast, and then play squads who have
been participating in league games since early December.
The fall practices, however, are perhaps a solution to this
problem and it is hoped that this year’s team which has
planned a full season including at least one outside trip, will
acquit itself nobly. As yet, however, no predictions can be
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made. Last year’s veterans include Mac Macredie who in
spite of an injured ankle with which he has been handi
capped since the beginning of the year has been really burn
ing up the floor, with the result that he may be expected
to prove the backbone of a well-rounded team. Among the
newcomers we have Grover Whalen and Dick Pharo, the
former a steady defenceman with a good eye and the latter
a rather tall but fast man with a tricky one-hand shot that
should come in handy in the pinches. Up forward we have
Pres Carr, a cool player with deadly close in shot. Herbie,
one of the Dickson boys, comes to us from the States with
a seemingly natural instinct for the game. Herb’s brother,
Gordie, on the other hand, has been playing guard in most
of the practices up to date and although lacking in height
he has made up for it by his consistently high jumping,
ability to get the ball up the floor fast and coolness in the
more pressing occasions. Rounding out the team are Burton
and Hovey, two day students who show promise, Possman
who comes to us from Strathcona High, which has pro
duced some fine players, and Walter Reise who although he
started out somewhat shakily is beginning to show promise.
HOCKEY
As usual, during the latter parts of the first term our
thoughts of examinations are occasionally punctured by
visions of the year’s hockey team. Unfortunately this year
these visions are none too radiant. Nevertheless it is ex
pected that the college will enter a team in the City of
Sherbrooke Junior League. Last year you may remember,
the college received a rather raw deal when, having lost to
Bromptonville in the finals, and at the same time the right
to represent the Montreal victors in Montreal they found
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out later that the above-mentioned team had been disquali
fied for using overage players. Accordingly this year the
college is resolved to enter only a league which is well or
ganized and which will admit only teams which are ready
to play good hockey, rather than the rough-house type
which has become characteristic of the local Townships’
bush leagues. However, as yet no practices have been held
and no well-founded predictions can be made. Let us hope
however that adequate material will be found to enter a
team that will do justice to the fighting spirit and sports
manship which are inherent parts of Bishop’s tradition.
One further thing which deserves mention is the girls’
basketball team. This year the Women’s Student Associa
tion is planning to have a very full basketball schedule, due
to the fact that there is a good deal of enthusiasm among
the girls. This may be due to the fact th at this year the
team will play boys’ rules. This should go a long way to 
wards opening up the game and thus increase scoring and
scoring margins. In this connection the girls think they
have found a suitable coach among the boys’ team who may
possibly be able to help them get accustomed to the new
rules. Aside from this there is rumoured to be some excel
lent talent among the girls and this should lead to a strong
team that will make its power feared in the women’s bas
ketball league.
And so we close the sports section of this Mitre. It is
unfortunate that we cannot print the results as they come
out but we hope that this column will act as a permanent
record of your sporting activities in college. In the mean
time for those of you who are not playing on the team we
will try and give you some idea of what is going on behind
the scenes in the sporting world at Bishop’s.
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The Bishop Looks Down
Edited by
Rev. E. K. MOFFAT
THE APOSTLE—
If one were to search for a modern work that would
interpret for the plain man the New Testament record of
Apostolic labours from the great Pentecost to the deaths of
St. Peter and St. Paul, this book, cast in the form of fiction,
from the pen of Sholem Asch, would be the answer. Other
books aplenty on this or similar themes have been written,
especially during the last sixty years, but none, I venture,
has combined the imaginative with the documented as this
does. Our author treats imagination as implying a picture
true to the known facts, and in all his major descriptions it
is a picture free from fancy. These 800 pages form an
authentic portrayal of a period of some twenty-seven years
in which the figure of Paul dominates the scene. It is not
a portrait, for that would mean the character of the Apos
tle with the background entirely subsidiary; it is rather a
splendid canvas in which the life of the young Church is
painted in full colours.
Yet shining through its pages is the personality of Mes
siah’s Apostle to the Gentiles. The Pauline letters and The
Acts are used freely and wisely to depict the mind and soul
of this God-filled enthusiast for Messiah and His righteous
ness. All through we are shewn how a man of intense feel
ing and strong sense of duty meets the vast problems which
a worthy moral leader has to face. There is no exaggeration
of the difficulties; they are just what the record states. But
all the trials and triumphs are put in their proper setting.
Not always do we, as readers of Acts or the letters, see in
fair proportion the dislike, suspicion, hostility, and hatred,
under which the Messianites strove amid Jews and Gentiles.
Full weight is allowed by Mr. Asch for the obstinacy and
pride which are alleged to be grave weaknesses of the Apos
tle by some readers of Holy Writ, but the selfless devotion
to the noblest of all causes, the tenderness displayed to his
children in Christ, his bearing under physical pain and out
rage rather give the impression of a man capable of utter
selfhumiliation in the service of his Lord.
The confusion of ideas, then prevalent in Mediterranean
lands forms a sharp contrast to the singleness of faith and
purpose that mark the Apostle from his first journey to his
execution. All the agony of decision, especially during the
sojourn in Arabia, is brought before us in a simply expressed
but profound psychology. After that, belief in the new

revelation, belief in his own mission hardly wavers, and we
watch a militant enthusiast combat, in His Name, every
error, every vice, every form of bigotry that raised its ugly
head wherever he marches.
Not the least interesting, and possibly the most graphic
portions of the book are devoted to" pagan putrescence.”
Writing of the filth found in Antioch he disgusts without
nauseating us. In a detailed account of the bronze foundries
at Corinth he horrifies yet melts our hearts. There can be
few, however well known to them the facts of imperial
history in this period, who will not find food for reflection
in these summaries of pagan lust, cruelty, and superstition.
The decadence of Greek thought, the shallowness and im
potence of philosophic and religious systems, the quackery
of star-gazers and astrologers are brushed in dark hues—
but not overdone— in order to emphasize how truly that
Greek-speaking world needed and longed for light. We are
reminded, too, how octopus-like were the tentacles of world,
flesh and devil that gripped the pagan converts, and how
easily some could, and did, slip back into the mire of their
own past.
Full justice, however, is done to the beautiful and noble.
And here we welcome that touch of the imaginative which
distinguishes the sober text-book of history from the sound
historical novel. The text-book is essential in its place, but
we are indebted to such an author as this, for many back
grounds of nobility and beauty which few if any text-books
afford. The artistry of Mr. Asch in this respect might be
compared with that of Mr. H. V. Morton—there are anal
ogies in their presentation of ancient cultures. In the book
we are reviewing we see certain glories of Greece through
the eyes of the Apostle and of his modern interpreter, and
if we are to single out any descriptions from an embarrass
ment of riches it is the effect made upon Paul by his first
view of the Parthenon and of the Temple of Diana at
Ephesus.
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The fact is that the just reader—sceptic, agnostic, Jew,
Christian—has to admit that this particular "novel” as
sesses with eminent fairness the worth and influence of all
that was good in that century and in those geographical
limits to which it is confined. Full admiration of the noble
in Israel and in the new Messianic faith does not exclude
warm, even glowing, appraisal of the beautiful in the semiOriental and the Hellenic world. Even in decadent Athens
of the fifth decade of the Christian era the grand and sub
lime are not hidden from the Apostle’s vision. (Seldom,
perhaps, has the influence of Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex upon
average men and women been more simply and clearly
demonstrated.) But all the splendour of architecture and
art, of craftsmanship, of cities, of thought and aspirations,
all things that are lovely in Hellas, Paul longs to see used
for the glory of Him who is all in all.
We have deferred until now the mention of Judaism.
The very warp and woof of the pattern is Israel. The chief
characters are Jews, nearly all of them straight from the
books of the new Testament, alive, vibrant, rigid or com
passionate, tender or stiffnecked. We have, before the close,
a surer and more sympathetic understanding of Simon,
James, Jude, Gamaliel, Apollos, and such women as Mary
the mother of Mark and Priscilla. Every type of Jew is
etched, the hard and formal, the stubborn and narrow, the
fanatical nationalist and the bitter disciple of Shammai;
but also the humane, generous, pacific sort who in waiting
for the comfort of Israel comforted their brethren from
inner resources of faith and love. The Apostle is something
of the former before his conversion, arrogantly asserting
the claims of privilege. In the sections 1 and 2 (pp. 1-612)
the religious and national sentiments of such varied types
are made vivid. The cliques, factions, fraternities of Jews
act, as the letters suggest, but the reason for their quarrel
someness is made clear as daylight. Indeed, our novel is no
mean commentary on Romans and Galations. The Divine
force which entered the world in the person of Yeshua Mes
siah is convulsive, and the upheaval in society caused by
the plea for unconditional surrender brings pain and grief
as well as joy and peace. Like a dark thread there runs
through many chapters the spiritual uneasiness of the back
sliding Jew whose conscience is raw and quivering, who is
never at peace with himself. N ot the least striking instance
is the discomfiture of the sorcerer at Paphos.
Those who hope to find in this book m atter for an essay
on social conditions in Palestine (and in the Empire) will
not be disappointed. The few, everywhere, had wealth or
moderate prosperity; the many, everywhere, lived in pov
erty or appalling degradation. Yet the scene is no darker
than sober Jewish historians paint it, and we are taught by

these records of venality, oppression, greed, callousness, and
cruelty, why Messiah and his followers had so much to say
of covetousness and its consequent ills. The heart of St.
Paul is filled again and again, by the sight of its victims,
with anger and pity. Members of the High Priesthood seem
to have as brutalizing and malign an influence upon the
masses in the Holy Land as the pagan Caligula and Nero
had upon the Empire.
Part III— the last 200 pages— is devoted to Rome: the
Rome of Seneca and Nero and Petronius. Patricians are
fawning sycophants, the plebs dissolute, the slave and for
eign population contributing colour and force to the city’s
life. In this overcrowded metropolis there is the stench of
moral decay. No longer do the old codes restrain. Under
Nero there is a loosening of all ties with moral grandeur.
Here Peter and Paul preach to those who will listen the
magnetic power of Yeshua. Here, scorned and derided, Is
rael clings to its customs and traditions and proclaims the
Uniqueness of the Living God, mocked for the eccentrici
ties of its faith, while the absurdities of Chaldean, Syrian,
Egyptian, or Phoenician cults evoke little or no criticism.
Thus Israel— and especially the Messianist sect— becomes a
scapegoat, and in this we descry the prototype of twentieth
century Israel in Nazi Germany. Fearlessly the small Apos
tolic bands carry on for their master Yeshua, their leaders
sharing His sufferings.
The best commendation of The Apostle would be the
assurance that it drives men and women to study anew the
sacred records.
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Exchanges

D. A. M ACDONALD

This column will, as of now, be addressed specifically to
my three loyal readers (my parents and the proof reader),
and therefore is liable to contain strictly personal comments.
In other words, all opinions expressed here are (and don’t
say I didn’t warn you) of no interest to the chance reader
who happens to be looking for something to cure his insom
nia. We have decided upon this action after due consider
ation of the facts which 1 am about to present.
Why shouldn’t we (meaning I) treat this column as a
medium of personal correspondence? In the first place no
body reads it except as a duty or to be polite. Many know
better than to be that polite. I’m sure other Exchange
editors don’t read this department. I don’t read theirs and
I wouldn’t expect them to read mine. To be honest with
you, I don’t even read it over myself.
Secondly, I don’t like to write the column.
I thought of writing an article detailing the
pleasures of exchange editing. Sitting up till
in the morning (I never begin till midnight)

At one time
unendurable
two o’clock
ripping off

Well, here we are with half a column written and a
partial explanation of why uninvited readers may see al
most anything here. I may even talk about the Mitre or
the Faculty or politics or— well, not that—and no one the
wiser.
Leaving facetiousness aside for a moment, let’s dig into
this pile of pregnant literature. The first pamphlet to strike
my eye is called l’Affaire de Saint-Etienne. It was pub
lished by the Creditors (les creanciers) of Saint-Etienne and
is meant to justify their complaints. They allege that there
only sin against the church is their desire to be paid. They
proceed, at some length, to put forth their claims (as near
as my Freshman French tells me) and their rights to com
plain. This is part of a very interesting series of articles on
the same subject so if you are interested, let me know by
all means. Also the grammar in this, as in most French
publications, is delightful (especially after those crib-notes
we had in our first year).
The June issue of The Challenger had a complete five-

REVIEWS
TH E TH O RN -APPLE TREE

by Grace Campbell

"The Thorn-Apple Tree” is a tale of pioneer life in
Canada about one hundred years ago. It is mainly the story
of two people— the woman with her deep love for the quiet
ness and peace of life in a Scotch Canadian settlement in
Ontario, the man with his restlessness and ever-present urge
to push onward to the outposts of the west, in search of
wealth and adventure.
In this, her first novel, Grace Campbell has done a very
competent piece of work. Stripped of all but the essentials,
her story stands out clear-cut in its simplicity, free from
all unnecessary embellishments. Her prose is beautifully
restrained, but her tale is vivid enough to hold the reader’s
interest from first page to last. Judged by its subject m at
ter alone, "The Thorn-Apple Tree” might be judged as a
slight novel, especially for these times, but as a charming
and colourful story of the drama of early nineteenth cen
tury life, it is a fine addition to the field of Canadian
literature.

covers from periodicals from all over the country, and try 
ing to find something to say about them. Well, what can
I say about them? And this brings me to thirdly. Thirdly,
everyone keeps asking why we have any exchanges or any
column. Now, Stock Day was here a few weeks ago and
mentioned how griped he was when the Exchange came
out with an account of what some other university was
doing or how they were running things. He was right; if
you want to see how the other half live, read their maga
zines yourself, don’t read the Exchanges. What else can I
say about those journals and papers that clutter my bed
room floor? I can say, "Thanks for sending them,” dig my
way out of the pile and go to bed. "Oh, no you don’t,”
says Exchange department and you’ve got to write it even
if nobody does read it.” (You see the Ed. doesn’t know
about my four regular readers.) (I forgot to mention my
brother who will read them, at my request, when he’s old
enough.)

page class prophecy; all in poetry. (Yes, I still think that
anyone who can, or dares, write poetry is wonderful.)
We have the first copy I’ve ever seen of King’s Hall.
We are keeping our copy in my room. We notice there
that Mr. Dickson-Kenwin and company visited the girls
last year. Speaking of girls, and who doesn’t, we also have
the Hatfield Hall magazine.
More snooping, under the carpet now, yields us: Ex
hibit (a) A letter to the Ed. from the Government telling
us what we should print; exhibit (b) A cheque in payment
for advertising; exhibit (c) 16 copies of Statement on So
cial Welfare and World Order and Related Resolution.
We also have on hand a copy of Boletin Bibliografie
Mexicano which is very good I’m sure.
From the Queen’s Review we learn that at Queen’s,
members of the armed forces are taking extramural courses.
Does anyone know why the Aesculapian Court is mentioned
in the Queen’s Journal?
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What are College papers writing for news this term?
Besides the regular corn we all dish out, this term their
talking up The Blood Donors Service, the lowered regis
trations, the T. B. clinics at Queen's and U. of Manitoba.
At McMaster the Red Cross Blood Clinic was moved right
out to the college.
Here’s an interesting bit of mayhem on the front page
of the Manitoban. Evidently they have been hit with much
the same moustache craze as some of our lads have. We
support the derisive expressions of Miss Middleton who han
dled the topic. We of course are not prejudiced because of
our inability to grow one. We just wouldn’t have one if
we could.
The best literary college review still comes from Trinity
College and the best pictures from Universite de Montreal.
We note in the Loyola College Review that they think our
prose is good and our lack of photography a weakness. In
reply I might say that I think our prose is so-so and their
pictures very good but I believe that in a growing concern
like Loyola they can afford the cuts the Mitre would not
even dream of printing.
We acknowledge with thanks the following receipts:
The Yale Literary Magazine.
Boletin Bibliografico Mexicano.

Bishop’ s and The W a r
As Great Britain and her allies have entered another year
of war, so Bishop’s has once more opened her doors to the
"intellectual interests” of man. We who are here must do
our best to profit from the opportunities as well as prepare
for the dark days that lie near at hand. We have since the
last issue of the Mitre witnessed great victories in those
countries bordering the Mediterranean, in Russia and in the
Pacific. There are greater to come and so we must do our
bit here on the home front for Bishop’s and for the war.
The War Savings Stamps campaign is once again under
way. Last year we sadly missed our goal for the amount
collected was under half the objective. We can and will do
better this year, but must also remember that our own
pleasures have to be often forfeited. Why not try to make
your motto, "A stamp a week for victory” .
If you are in the habit of attending breakfast on Thurs
day morning you have probably been confronted with cer
tain very pale and white-faced individuals. Don’t be too
alarmed, however, for they are not the local ghosts, but
only blood donors. It is just another part Bishop’s is play
ing in this war. Many students have already donated their
blood, but great deal more of this vital plasma is urgently
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Red and White, St. Dunstan’s.
Hatfield Hall Magazine.
The Muse, McMaster University.
The Trinity University Review.
Le Carabin, L'universite Laval.
The College Cord, Waterloo College.
The Brunswickan.
The Adventure, Magee High School, Vancouver.
The Argosy Weekly, Mount A.
The Manitoban.
The Silhouette, McMaster.
Xaverian Weekly.
The Acadia Athenaeum.
Queen’s Journal.
Revue de L’universite d’Ottawa.
Codrington College Magazine.
Alma Mater, St. Jerome.
The Queen’s Review.
Loyola College Review.
King’s Hall.
B. C. S.
McGill Daily.
The Dumbel, Sherbrooke High School.
Documentaire sur l’universite de Montreal.

R. PIERCE
needed. Application cards are available for the asking.
Another Victory Loan has come and again gone over
the top, this time by at least eighty-three million dollars.
Canada has played her part well and so Bishop’s.
We have in our possession a petition issued by the Cana
dian National Committee on Refugees. This petition ur
gently entreats the government of Canada.
1. To offer the sanctuary of Canada to refugees from
political or religious persecution without regard to race,
creed or financial condition.
2. To take immediate steps to facilitate the entry into
Canada of refugees (especially those stranded in Portugal)
whom it is still possible to rescue.
J. To make any changes in the Immigration Act, Regu
lations or Administration thereof necessary to admit such
refugees into Canada.
This petition is to be signed by any citizens of Canada
eighteen years and over. As such we should see that this
assistance is given. Canada will benefit, as the history of
other movements and countries has proved, by the admis
sion of more of these talented people. Think it over and
when the petition is posted sign it.
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A lum ni Notes
Births
A bbey — At the Jewish General Hospital, Montreal, on May

5, 1943, to Mr. Monroe Abbey, B.A., ’25, and Mrs. Ab
bey, a daughter.
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E. PATTERSON
Hubert, Que., son of Dr. and Mrs. Archibald R. Bayne,
La Tuque, Que., took place in Plymouth United Church,
on October 9, 1943.
D avidson -W ig gett —The wedding took place on 7th Aug

to Gunner and Mrs. Chester Caswell (nee Millicent Mar
lin, B.A., ’38), a son, Chester Bruce.

ust, 1943, at St. Peter’s Church, Sherbrooke, of Miss
Patricia Anne Wiggett, B.A. ’39, R.N., only daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Moore Wiggett of Sherbrooke, to
Flight-Lt. James Crockett Davidson, R.A.F., B.Sc.
’39, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alex Davidson of Sherbrooke.
The Rev’d Canon H. R. Bigg officiated.

D e l a n e y — To Dr. William L. Delaney, B.A., ’38, and Mrs.

H a l l - H o w e — The marriage of Margaret, daughter o f th e

A y l a n -P a rker — At Whitehill, England, on June 9, 1943,

to Jean, wife of Major John Aylan-Parker, B.A., '36, a
son.
C asw ell —At the Sherbrooke Hospital, on July 12, 1943,

Delaney, at Montreal, on May 20, 1943, a daughter.
H ocg — At the Royal Victoria Maternity Hospital, Mon

treal, on 21st September, 1943, to Captain F. John
Hogg, B.A., ’34, M.D., and Mrs. Hogg (nee Peggy Win
slow), a son.
M ac L e a n — At London, England, in March, 1943, to Lieut.

Ian M. MacLean, B.A., ’39, R.C.N.V.R., and Mrs. MacLean, a son.
M c M urrI c h — At the Royal Victoria Hospital, on 13th

May, 1943, to Lieut. Arthur Redpath McMurrich, R.
R.C., and Mrs. McMurrich, a daughter. Mrs. McMur
rich is the daughter of Rev’d Canon E. R. Roy, M.A.,
’99, and Mrs. Roy, B.A .,’15, also sister of Miss E. R.
Roy, B .A .,’41, and A. R. M. Roy, ’44. Lieut. McMur
rich attended the University in 1938.
M a r t in —At the Royal Victoria Maternity Hospital on
May 31, 1943, to Sybil (nee Shires) wife of Lieut. Jack
E. Martin, B.A., ’39, 2nd Battalion Black Watch, a
daughter.
Sc h o c h —At Laterriere, Chicoutimi Co., on 15th May,

1943, to Lieut. A. N. Schoch, B.Sc. ’40, and Mrs. Schoch,
a son.
T aylor — At the Arvida General Hospital on 27th July,

1943, to Mr. and Mrs. Wylie O. Taylor (nee Gertrude
Chadsey, M ’36), a son.
V isser— At the Royal Victoria Hospital, on June 10, 1943,

to A. H. Visser, B.A. ’39, and Mrs. Visser, a son.
W il so n — At Oxford, England, on 22nd July, 1943, to

Flying Officer Christopher Wilson, R.A.F., and Mrs.
Wilson (nee Bainbridge), a daughter.

Marriages
Ba y n e -L o t h r o p — The marriage of Ethel Noreen, daugh

ter of Mr. and Mrs. George S. Lothrop of Sherbrooke, to
Leading Aircraftsman Alexander Thomson Bayne, St.

Rev’d and Mrs. Howe of Halifax, N.S., to Capt. George
W. Hall, M .A .’30, son of Dr. George Hall, M .S.’96,
took place on 17th June 1943, in Halifax.
H ibbard -B eaudry —The wedding of Miss Geraldine Beau

dry, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Beaudry of Quebec,
to Lieut. John E. Hibbard, B.A. ’37, Canadian Dental
Corps, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hibbard of Sherbrooke,
took place in Quebec City on May 22, 1943.
L a n e -M e r e d it h — The marriage of Miss Pauline Rebecca

Meredith, M ’32, youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Meredith of Cookshire, to Lieut. Lloyd James
Lane, B.A. ’40, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Lane of Len
noxville, took place recently in St. Peter’s Church, Cook
shire.
M c L e o d -M a t t h e w s — The wedding took place in Mon

treal, at Divinity Hall Chapel, on June 26, 1943, of Miss
Phyllis Jean McLeod, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John A.
McLeod of Lake Megantic, to Dr. Frederick White M att
hews, M ’35, son of the Rev’d F. R. and Mrs. Matthews,
formerly of Lennoxville, now of Summerton, Ont.
M a r st o n -J a c k so n — In St. Peter’s Church, Sherbrooke, on

June 12, 1943, the marriage was solemnized of Miss
Grace Irene Jackson, B.A. ’31, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lynville E. Jackson, and formerly Librarian at Bishop’s
University, and the Rev’d James Guy Marston, B.A.
(Theology) ’41, priest in charge of Sandy Beach and
York Churches, Gaspe, Que., son of Mr. Herbert R.
Marston and the late Mrs. Marston of Woodbridge, Ont.
The Right Rev’d Philip Carrington, Bishop of Quebec,
officiated, the assistant priests at the Holy Communion
which followed the marriage ceremony being the Rev’d
Russel Brown, Rector of St. Peter’s Church, the Rev d
E. K. Moffatt, and the Rev'd Elton Scott of Bishop's
University. The bride was attended by her sisters, Miss
Olga Jackson, B.A. ’29, as maid of honour, and Miss
Lyndall Jackson, B.A. ’34, as bridesmaid. The Rev’d
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Norman Pilcher, B.A. ’38, of St. John, N.B., was best
man, and the ushers were the Rev’d Leon Adams, B.A.
’43, of Smith’s Falls, and the Rev’d E. G. Kettleborough
of Montreal. The reception was held at the home of Mrs.
Clifford Goodhue, Quebec Street, after which the Rev’d
and Mrs. Marston left for Lake Memphramagog, where
the honeymoon was spent.
M eade - E v a n -W o n g — The marriage took place at St.
Stephen’s Church, Coaticook, on June 12, 1943, of Miss
Nancy Doria Evan-Wong, third daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. R. N. Evan-Wong of Georgetown, British Guiana,
and Mr. Cecil Francis Meade, M.A. ’43, youngest son of
Mr. Sydney Albert Meade of Coaticook.
M o r t im e r -L eroy —The wedding took place on June 26,
1943, at St. Luke’s Church, Rosemount, Que., of the
Rev’d Hugh Augustine Mortimer, B.A. ’40, Assistant
Priest at Trinity Memorial Church, Montreal, to Doro
thy Violet, daughter of Mrs. Leroy and the late Peter
Leroy.
P er ry -T it c o m b — At Kenogami United Church, in Sep
tember, the wedding took place of Miss Edith Margaret
Titcomb, B.A. ’37, to Mr. Clifton Graham Perry, son of
Mr. H. Gordon Perry and the late Mrs. Perry of Quebec
City.
P il c h e r -L o n g — The marriage of Nancy Walton Bernice,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Walton Long, of Saint
John, N.B., to the Rev. Norman Donald Pilcher, son of
the late Major and Mrs. Norman Pilcher, of Sherbrooke,
took place recently in Trinity Church, Saint John. The
Rev’d Canon Young officiated. They will take up resi
dence in Drummondville.
R o t h n e y -R oss— The wedding took place in August, 1943,
of Miss Alice Russell Ross, younger daughter of the
Rev’d and Mrs. Alex. R. Ross of Asbestos, to Professor
Gordon Oliver Rothney, B.A. ’2 5, Ph.D., eldest son of
Professor and Mrs. W. O. Rothney.
T h o m p s o n -R e ik ie — The marriage took place on Septem
ber 2 5, 1943, in the chapel of Erskine and American
United Church, Montreal, of Catherine, daughter of the
Rev’d and Mrs. T. Thomson Reikie of Edmonton, Alta.,
to Allan Lloyd Thompson, B.A. ’40, Ph.D. of Montreal,
son of Mr. and Mrs. George Allan Thompson of Leeds,
Que.
Sc h o c h -A it k e n — The marriage of Margaret Mahajahla,
M. ’44, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. A rthur N. Aitken of
Lockport, N.Y., and S/Lt. Peter John Schoch, B.Sc. ’43,
son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Schoch of Laterriere, Que., took place in St. Mark’s Chapel, Bishop’s
University, Lennoxville, Que., on October 12, 1943.
Dean Jones performed the ceremony, assisted by the
Rev’d Professor S. Childs. The bride wore a gown of
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white silk jersey and carried a shower bouquet of Amer
ican Beauty Roses. Miss Rahno Aitken, the bridesmaid,
wore blue velvet and carried pink roses. Lt. Arnold
Schoch acted as best man.

Engagements
M a g e e -F r e e m a n — The engagement is announced of Sec

tion Officer Phoebe Anne Freeman, R.C.A.F. (W. D .),
daughter of Mrs. G. Eric McCuaig of Montreal, to Cap
tain Allan G. Magee, R.C.R., H.Q., 1st Canadian In 
fantry Brigade, Central Mediterranean Force, C.A. (O .),
M ’41, son of Col. and Mrs. Allan A. Magee of Montreal.
O ’C o n o r -F e n t o n - T om s —The engagement is announced

in England of Major Osmund O ’Conor-Fenton, of the
Hastings and Prince Edward Regiment, Canadian Army,
who was a member of the University in 1935-36, young
est son of the late Rev’d T. J. O ’Conor-Fenton and Mrs.
O ’Conor-Fenton of Toronto, and Kathleen, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Francis J. Toms, of Whitmore, Mersham,
Surrey.
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to University circles. He is now a Chaplain overseas and is
Assistant Senior Chaplain of the 2nd Canadian Division.
Major MacKay is the son of Mrs. Malcolm MacKay of
Sherbrooke and the late Dr. MacKay. After graduating at
Bishop’s Major MacKay received his Th.B. from Princeton
Theological Seminary, Princeton, N.J. He was appointed
chaplain to the 1st Battalion, Black Watch, in 1939 and
went overseas in August 1940. He has also been Education
Officer and organized and taught courses dealing with Ca
nadian government, law and justice, conditions in Canada,
post-war planning, rehabilitation, and other matters, which
will help to fit the men under his charge for post-war
civilian life.
M ackey — The Rev’d George T. Mackey, B.A. ’37, has
taken up his duties as rector of St. Patrick’s Church,

Guelph, Ont.
The Reverend John C o m f o r t , L.S.T., is a chaplain to
the R.C.A.F. with the rank of Flight Lieutenant. His ad
dress is: C-3 52 53, C.A.P.O. No. 4, R.C.A.F. Overseas.
D. B. A m e s , B .A .’28, Ph.D. Y ale’32, has been pro
moted to Associate Professor of Mathematics at Rensselner
Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y.
V isitors — Recent visitors to the University were Rev’d

H. I. Apps, Rev’d and Mrs. Norman Pilcher, Rev’d R.
Mackie, P.O. D. Jack, Lts. Lloyd Patch, Merton Tyler,
Harold Frizzell, Jack Peake; Messrs. W. Gale, E. Goodhue,
W. MacVean, J. Giroux, L.A.C. H. Smith, Miss Mary Lynn,
Miss Audrey Walker, Miss Jean McCallum, Miss Gwen
Weary, Messrs. Raycraft, Scott, Day, Davis, Meade.

Deaths
C arro ll — Lieut. John Carroll, B.A. ’41, was killed on

operations with the Brockville Rifles Regiment in Alberta.
J o h n s o n — The Mitre records with regret the death of the

Rev’d M. B. Johnson, M.A., Mus.B., Rector of Trinity
Church, St. Thomas, Ont., on May 10, 1943. Mr. John
son received his B.A. from Bishop’s University in 1910,
and his Mus.B. in 1927.

W ITH THE COMPLIMENTS OF

General
H u m p h r e y — The promotion of Maj. Willard D. H um 
phrey was announced recently by the Department of N a
tional Defence. Maj. Humphrey joined the Sherbrooke
Fusilier Regiment when it was mobilized in 1940, and later
continued his connection with the unit when it was con
verted into the 27th Armoured Regiment. He received his
B.A. from Bishop’s University in 1931.
Laws— Lieut.-Col. Rev’d Harold S. Laws, V.D., rec
tor of St. Stephen’s, Westmount, and chaplain of the Royal
Montreal Regiment (Reserve), preached his farewell ser
mon recently in the church that he has served for eleven
years. Col. Laws has retired from the rectorship because of
ill health. He is a graduate of Bishop’s University.
J o h n s t o n — Word has been received by his friends in
Lennoxville that Wing Commander Russell Johnston, R.C.
A.F., M ’37, is critically ill in a military hospital in Texas,
suffering from infantile paralysis.
MacKay—The promotion of Captain, the Rev’d D. B.
MacKay, B.A. ’3 5, to the rank of Major, will be of interest
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